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NUS CLAIM
by Neil Rafferty

STUDENT LEADERS are
claiming a major victory over
the government following the
decision by the major clearing banks to withdraw from
the controversial Student
Loans Scheme. ·
Donna Mckinnon, the President of the N. U .S. in Scotland,
told Student that she was "delighted" at the banks decision and
claimed that the back down was
due to pressure from the N.U.S.
and in particular the boycott campaign by both students and
parents. She added that the government seemed, "intent on going
ahead" with their plans, although
she stated that their ability to
administrate the scheme by themselves was "dubious".
She said that the N.U.S. campaign would now involve "shifting
the spotlight on to the ten Tory
M.P.'s in Scotland" by"intensifying pressure within the constituencies" thus "making more
people aware of the situation".
She also stressed the need for the
continued use of "parent power"
particularly in lobbying M. P. 's.
E.U.S.A. President Jimmy
Quinn said that he was "over the
moon" about the latest development and commented that he
believed the withdrawal was due
directly "to pressure put on by students". He added however that
the government did not seem
"bothered in the slightest" by the
setback.
At Westminster, Secretary of
State for Education, John
Mcgregor maintained that the
banks . abandonment of the
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scheme, "changes nothing" and
that the Government themselves
would now run the Student Loans
. Company. However, his Labour
shadow, Jack Straw M.P.
attacked the ministers claim as
"obvious nonsense" and said that
"the scheme itself is now bankrupt, the Government must

'abandon it altogether and withdraw the Student Loans Bill". He
congratulated his own party as
well as the N.U.S. , claiming a
"major victory" and adding that it
was, " a vindication of Labour's
campaign and the student movement's against this rotten and
wasteful scheme".

Tiddy Maitland- Titterton

The banks themselves acknowledged that the student boycott
strategy had influenced their decision although they maintained
that the major reason h_ad been
the decision by Lloyds not to take
part in the scheme. A spokeswoman for Barclays cited "commer-_
cial reasons" for their withdrawal
saying that they would pull-out, "if
it became clear that a single major
clearer would not take part since
this would mean the loss of a significant share of the student market''.
Lloyds themselves said that
they stayed clear of the scheme
because "we did not want to alienate some of our most important
customers" and found that they
were "gaining a competitve
advantage as lots of students were
closing their accounts with other
banks and coming to us".
The Royal Bank of Scotland
told Student of their concern at
being presented as in favour of
student loans and in some way
promoting the scheme. A spokesman said that their involvement
had simply been that of "advising
on administration".
.
The spotlight now shifts back to
Westminster
where
Robert
Jackson M.P. the minister in
charge of loans legislatron now
faces the task of rescuing the Government's· plans. Mr. Jackson
caused controversy in the commons before· Christmas when he
· announced that the burden of
loan repayment,"will not be that
heavy, it will be about £400 per
year which compares with the cost
of a skiing holiday".

Edinburgh South M.P. Nigel
Griffiths told Student that he saw
the latest developments as a "tremendous example of the power
and influence of students" and
added that this, "mad scheme"
was "detrimental to Scotlands · • p 4 editorial
• p.JO Labour's response on loans.
year honours system".
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ChoiJtsky
Speaks ·
Syntacti~ Structures in 1957 nationalism.
Professor Chomsky was addresBut the Panamian invasion, he
"THE invasion of Panama is" sing the theme of "US policy in confided to his audience, had
America", and how it it worked well for the United States
the first example of state vio- Central
likely to evolve in a post-cold war -in so far as the American media
lence by the United States world.
had prepared its public since Sep~
since 1945."
The Cold War, he said, had tember 1989 against that "fantasSo declared No am Chomsky, never really existed, and the idea tic monster, Noriega".
the Professor of Linguistics and of superpower conflict was only a
Philosophy at Massachusetts fragment of the truth. Any cold
These ideas, and his theory that
Technolo'gy Institute, in Edin- war that there had been was only
the
incident of- December 1989
burgh on Tuesday evening.
typified in Soviet eyes by their
Speaking to a crammed audi- aggressive intervention in their was a successful use of violence
ence in a lecture hall in Appleton socialist satellites, and in US eyes that augured more in the future ,
Tower, Professor Chomsky illus- by a series of interventions all ·confirmed Professor Chomsky's
.introduction as "a well-known critrated in a wide-ranging speech round the world.
;tic
of US foreign policy".
that the American invasion was
The problem, concluded Proeasily foreseen as the deadline of fessor Chomsky, was that one side
·
The other main theory propJanuary 1, 1990 drew nearer.
had called off that game, 1eavmg ounded by Professor Chomsky
This date, lie explained, was the
Americans the dilemma of
vital as it was another stage in the justifying both interference in was that since 1945 the world had
process of a Panama ruled by another country's affairs, and the developed into 3 p_ower blocs.
General Noriega gaining more increased freedom to use force These were, he _said, Europe,
control of its Canal; an interna- without concern of superpower· Japan and Amenca, and as a
·o
· result world trade was exchanged
tional shipping lane in its own
·
f h d 11
h
d
sane t1 n.
right.
The United States' task, he m terms 0 t e o ~' t. e_yen an
Described as one of the greatest · said, was and always had been, to the German mark: Th~s Idea o~ a .
minds of the 20th century- since suppres freedom _and democracy new ~~rid .~o~~n~ bmto exishe challenged the course of lin- in Central America preventing tence,. e sm ' a , een pretty
guistics singlehanded in his book
of independent clear smce the 1960s.
by

Ewen Ferguson

P}loto.: Tiddy Maitland- Titterton .

UFC Sets up
new Funding
by Mark Campanile

Universities have been told by
The bids for funding must be
the Councilthat they "may wish to submitted by 22nd June this year,
take advantages of economies of and the universities wiil be told
scale and improve their chances of
th~~esults early in 1991.
having their offers accepted in
full, by quoting a price below the
·fhe guide prices set by the UFC
guide price."
range from $2200, for Politics,
Law and other Social Studies, to
The Council has also pointed $9400 for' ~Jinical Dentistry.
out, in a letter to the universities,
The Chief Executive of the
that,,where lower offers are submitted, it is important that -UFC, Sir Peter Swinnerton-Dyer,
"adequate arrangements exist for said that this new funding scheme
assessing, maintaining, and where was being introduced to make the
necessary, enhancing academic most effective use of availa&le
standards."
resources and to encourage universities to take more students
The range of subject provision without lowering standards. -·
and the balance between subjects
will also be taken into considera"The new arrangements are
tion by the UFC when they assess intended to increase institutional
the bids.
autonomy and widen student
choice as the balance of public·
funding for higher education
moves from . centraii provided
grants to fees," he said.
1

The University Funding
Council Is introducing a new
method of funding universities, by asking institutions to
submit bids for the amount of
government money they
require per student in each
subject group.
The UFC has set maximum
guide prices for student places in
twenty main subject areas which
will provide the basis for grant
allocation from 1991-1995.
The universities have to state
an offer price in each subject area,
which may match the UFC's
maximum guide price, or undercut it.

NEWS? What's News
If you thi~k you have a news story,
bring it in to the Student Offices
and ask for Neil.
·Alternatively ring 558 1117/8, and
leave your message.
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But, Melville Cornish, the
Senior Assistant Secretary at
Edinburgh, told "Student" that
the University has "reservations"
about the new system. "The University has not been sent confirmation of the guide prices, which
are only provisional, and it is still
waiting on other figures and tables
which the UFC said would follow
their letter. "
He added that the University
was also concerned about how
pracflcable it was to introduce the,
scheme within the time available:
"The introduction of such a radically new system should be
approached on a more measured
time scale. "The system we have"
at present, if it were more open, '
would be preferable," he concluded.

EDINBURGH
SITY students living in private accommodation will
face increasing financial and
housing problems if the government's plan to abolish students' entitlement to housing
benefit is implemented,
according to a survey of .students living in the private
rented sector carried out by
the Student Accommodation
Service.
The survey, commissioned by
the SAS to find out 'the possible
future picture of student accommodation in the private sector,
suggests that financial difficulties
will force many more students
into University run accommodation.
3822 Edinburgh University students rented housing in the private sector in 1988/89, .and the
report found that -75% of these
claimed housing benefit.
According to the survey, housing costs in Edinburgh ta)s:e up, on
average, 57% of student grants
which, it claims, is "far more than
is allowed for by the government."
The report predicts that Edinburgh students will face increasing
financial hardship in the next few
years through the loss of housing
benefit, the imminent implementation of top up loans, the community charge, and Edinburgh's

It wa·rns that these factors
"could combin~ to force a major
shift out of the ·private sector",
This would leave the University
with the problem of finding housing for a large number of students
pushed out of the private rented
accommodation sector.
A spokesman for the SAS told
Student: "We are looking at the
problem very anxiously and the
University is aware of the likely
increase in demand for University
accommodation."
"Don't assume that ·all4000 students will want to move back into
University housing, or that students who don't move back will
have nowhere to live, but many
students will prefer University
accommodation because it's
cheaper."
He added that a number of
options were being looked at,
including the expansion of the
short leasing scheme, whereby the
University rents property from
the private sector for students,
and the development of housing
association provision, but "We
don't have:, any serious solutions
yet."
· The survey, written by . Fran
Wasoff and Liz Nicholson of the
University's Department of Social
Work and Social Policy was based
on a random sample of 10% of
stud~nts in the private rented sector and acheived a 64% response
rate.
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Edinburgh
University
details yesterday
of Its proposals for the new
Postgraduate Dental Institute as recommended in•the
McCallu~ Report which last
an~ounced

whi,ch have already been submitted to the Scottish Office for financial support.
· · The University's proposals for
the in!nitute envisage a unit
devoted to general dental practice
which would fulfil! "recognised
areas of need" in postgraduate
vocational trai!ling and refresher
courS'eft for practicil)g dentists.
The cost of buildl~g the institute are·estimated in the proposals
at 1.3 million, and annual running
costs are expected to reach
around 500,000 after tuition fees
totalling L.50,000 have been
deducted.
The proposals stress the need
for an early start on the new Edinburgh Dental Hospital, in which
the postgraduate institute will
play a major part.
The existing Edinburgh Dental
H <lspital is due to close in 1994
and it is feared that the staff
needed from -those presently
employed would be lost without
early commitment from the Scottish Office to the new project.
Sir David Smith , Principle of
' Edinburgh University, said yesterday: " If dental services to the
year condemned the ·existing community are to be maintained
undergraduate dental school and some of the key staff are not
to be lost , our backing needs to be
to closure.
The University, critical of the matched by firm financial commit"lack of clarity" in the section of ments from the Scottish Office, so
the McCallum report concerning the plans for the Hospital and the
the new postgraduate facilities, Institute can be finalised and a
has formulated its own proposals start made on the building."

aths City
-:-:---b:-y_An_d_r-ew-'-H-e_a_v_e-ns___ ·cians of the third world. Professor
Terry Lyons the head of EdinPlans are afoot which could burgh University Maths Departplace Edinburgh at the foref- ment spoke of the possibility of
ront of worldwide mathemat- around 150 of third world
mathematicians being involved in
ical research.
. any given year in three programLast month representatives mes, each lasting between a
from Edinburgh and Herriot- month and six weeks. Top level
Watt Universities, Edinburgh researchers , scientists, and lecturDistrict Council, the Scottish ers from around the world will be
-Development Agency and the involved in keeping these "crucial
International Centre for Theoret- people" from developing counical Physics came together in the tries "on the forefront of
City Chambers to sign a protocol mathematics" added Professor
promoting the development of an Robin Knops, Vice-Principal of
Edinburgh International Centre Herriot-Watt University .
for Mathematis::s. The project is,
tyons estimated that a one and
at present, undergoing investiga- a half million pounds would be
tion from the firm of consultants needed to help to fund additional
Segal, Quince and Wickstead.
longer term research programmes
A significant proportion of the and the "first class library" that
Institute's work will be concerned would be set up. He went on to
with the needs of the mathemati- stress the importance the new

Institute would have for the Universities of Edinburgh. ''We need
and will benefit from top experts'',
.he said.
Support · for the project has
come from all sides. The Lord
Provost of Edinburgh, Mrs
Eleanor Mclaughlin said "We do
not see our Universities as ivory
towers but as key institutions of
higher education in Scotland, with
international standing and an ability to attract and support industry
and commerce and advance our
economy intothe next century."
Sir David Smith, Edinburgh
University Principal, also welcomed the potential advantages to
industry and commerce that were
offered by the Institute and concluded "We believe we have a
winning idea for Scotland".

EUSABuses
The service is operating from
Tuesday to Saturday from 9.30pm
to 1.30am, with this time being
extended till 2.30am on Fridays .

THE ~USA organised bus
service to Sciennes, Pollock
Halls and Marchmont began
.on Tuesday, with EUSA
The bus leaves from Appleton
President Jimmy Quinn
expecting
"a
healthy Tower every half hour and follows
a circular route through Sciennes,
reponse" from students.
· Th; bus service has been planned in response to the increasing
number of attacks upon students
when they leave the library or the
unions ·at night. The Meadows in
particular has been the scene of a
number of reported attacks.

Pollock Halls, Marchmont , Warrender Park, Tollcross, Bristo
Square and returning to Appleton
Tower.
Students are· being charged a
flat fare of 30p, and members of
the public can also use the service

tor 40p. Quinn pointed out that
this meant people who use the service will be subsidising students.
EUSA has had to guarantee the
company running the buses a certain level of income and any
shortfall· will therefore be made
up by..the Association.
The service IS be.mg run on a
trial basis this term , and, since it is
a legal requirement that bus
operators must give seven weeks
notice of cancellation, Quinn told
"Student" that "it has got to
justified by week seven of this
term."'
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This April sees the second
appearance of the Edinburgh ·
Science Festival. The Miller
Group announced last Monday that it had become the
Festival's main sponsor, with
a
"no-strings-attached"
$100,000 donation. This
year's main theme will be
''Food and Drink" but over
half of the festival will be concerned with a wide variety of
subjects including the first
actor
Charleson public demonstration of how
died last Sunday at his home in CFCs damage the ozone
London aged 40. He was suffering layer.
from septicaemia caused by the
AIDS virus.
Charleson, a
graduate of Edinburgh University, achieved stardom after his
role as Eric Lidell in the Oscar
winning film Chariots of Fire .
Despite his illness , he recently
played the lead in an acclaimed
production of Hamlet.
Residents in Marchmont are
celebrating, following their successful campaign to prevent a
Wimpey Homes development
being built in Thirlestone Road.
Edinburgh
District
Council
turned down Wimpey's application in favour of a plan to use the
site as playing fields for local
schoolchildren.

Ron Brown, MP for Leith, fined
£1000 for criminal damage.

Annual
Report
AN optimistic note was
struck for Edinburgh in its
Annual Report, published
last Wednesday. This was,
however, balanced with critical accounts of hardships the
University had had to face
throughout the year, due
mainly to government intervention.
The first government policy to
come under attack was the Loans
Scheme. The University Court
was reported to have condemned
the scheme for its "possible disincentive effects on access to higher
education." Concern was also
expressed for the potential threat
·posed by the Loans Scheme to the
Scottish 4-year Honours course
and to postgraduate study, "given
the debt burden that would have
been incurred by first graduation."

· Sir David Smith, · Edinburgh
University Principal, however,
insisted that "the year has been
one of significant achievement for
Edinburgh." From last year's
"academic fruit," he listed the
establishment of the Institute of
Petroleum Science and technology, the Institute for JapaneseEuropean Technology Studies.
The delivery of the first
$1,000,000 royalties cheque from
the American Biotechnology Company Biogen for their distribution of Hepatitis B diagnostic
kits and vaccines that wer~
developed by the Edinburgh
Molecular Biology Department,
was also highlighted.
Sir David was also optimistic
about the University's finances.
He reported that "financial problems have been addressed and our
running deficit reduced" and
forecasted a modest budget
surplus by early 1990.
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s the people of Eastern
Europe shrugg off their
dictatorial leaders, led
often as not by young students in
the forefront of the demcoratic
movement,
their
equivalent
number here in this country exhi·
bited in their own small way that
contrary to popular belief, there
still exists the force of student
power in Britain.
The opting out of the banks
from the administration ofthe topup loans scheme, illustrates that
the student demos of 1989 culminating in the largest ever student rally of 20,000 in Glasgow,
were not entirely futile, but in fact
they represented a victory for student organisation and solidarity.
The claim is by no means mere
hyperbole . The banks are well
aware of the potential and actual
value of students finances: student
union accounts are worth some
£lOOm and the entire student
b;mklng market is' estimated at
£lbn. The banks know that stu·
dents are a healthy investment as
those ·most likely to have the highest bank balance in the future and,
once signed up, they are likely to
remain loyal for life. So why start
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off on an unpopular footing with
their future most profitable customers?
.
These facts were implicitly
acknowledged by Stephen Morris
(a Tory member of the committee
considering the Bill); who was
reported this week as saying
"Some of us were only surprised
that the banks ever showed any
interest in getting involved in such
an unattractive scheme from their
point of view in the first place."
Certainly the Government's
justification for the introduction of
the scheme has its points, and the
arguments have been well and
often rehearsed: grants have been
hijacked by the middle classes,
why should the public subsidise
the higher wage earners of the
future? Whilst the Government's
stated aim of increasing the
number of students (particularly
from working class backgrounds)
is laudatory. The first two points
can be sustained, but the assumptions deriving from the last is more
questionable.
Statistics reveal that those students born of working class
parents (groups IV and V of the ,
Registrar General's classification)
constitute only some 8% ofthe stu·
STUDENT into the 1990s

valid. But the scheme as presented
by the Government would have the
concommitant effect of deterring
those from poorer families from
entering higher education and the
effect of the latter would be proportionally heavier.
dent pop~lation. It is understand·
able that the vast majority are
from comfortably off middle class
backgrounds. Furthermore there
is no reason why the public should
pay for an education that will
probably earn the students more
than the majority of the public wiU
ever enjoy but it is precisely they
who are subsidising the students.
The government is however
quite mistaken in the belief that
loans will increase accessbility to
higher education for those from
poorer backgrounds. A survey
carried out from amongst working
class youngsters revealed that
16.2% of sixth form pupils would
not enter higher education if the
scheme went ahead whilst it would
affect the decisions of64% in some
way.
Some of the arguments then for
decreasing the accessibility of
loans for a large number of (mid·
dle-class) students, are certainly
term approximately 85% of all

· Following last term's articles were being input using
_increase in the price of "Stu- computers. Using Apple Macin-.
dent" and the subsequent tosh and IBM con1puters, "Stuquestionnaire asking for your . dent" is taking advantage of the ·
opinions on the newspaper, Information Technology revolution. Thanks are due to our Com"Student" this term seeks to puting Resources Manager, Ivan
improve further as the news- Reid , for advice, implementation
paper that you want to read.
and training, and also to all the
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qually it is clear that students cannot continue
in this halfway house with
grants falling to keep up with the
level of inflation and fraught by
worries of unpaid bills, bouncing
cheques, part-time jobs whilst
keeping up with studies. The need
for an additional scheme for fund·
ing students, is clear. But the Government's proposals as presented
in the present Bill, are not the answer and alternatives should be
considered.
One suggestion is a scheme
involving a marginally higher tax
rate for graduates. This would
counter the objection that with a
straightforward grants scheme,
students would counter for
instance benefit at the expense of
the public. The Committee ofVice
Chancellors· and
Principles,
suggested a graduate tax - a 1 to

E

2% surcharge on top of a
graduate's income tax for ten
years after graduation.
Even more equitable is the
scheme proposed by Nicholas Barr
of the LSE who suggested a llf4%
added to a graduate's national
insurance contributions. This
would ensure that money was
rechanneled back to the public,
and is used wheere the need is
greatest, most obviously for social
security and the NHS.
This scheme has the added
advantage for the student that
apart from providing for an
adequate standard of living during
time at college the costs can be
returned when s/he is in the best
situation to do so rather than when
s/he can least withstand such payments.
Moreover, such a scheme would
be cheap to run, (more so than present plans which will take some 14
years before it begins to save
money) and the cash would be put
up by the banks at market rates.
Both points shoulil be' welcomed
by the government and could certainly not be any worse than their
present ill-conceived and legislatively inadequate proposals.

LETTERS
campaign composed entirely ot
Dear Sir,
I read with interest Jennie Mor- Conservative students, not only
rison's report "NUS affiliation form Heriot-Watt but from all
causes rift" (Student, December over the country?. None of this
7th) and wish to comment on the material was distributed at the Art
conduct of the referendum and on College, where students already
the "resentment" due to the enjoy the benefits of NUS . This is
because the lies to which other
result.
Heriot-Watt students were subShe is correct in her assertion
jected would not wash with stuthat the vote at the Art College
• dents who were already familiar
was heavily in favour of affiliawith the NUS , and who ultimately
tion, but unfortunately does not
voted heavily in its favour.
enquire why that was the case.
The "No" campaign resorted to
Whilst the " No " campaign was
familiar tactics during the cam- . entirely Conservative the "Yes "
paign. Their campaign was com- lobby covered the entire political
posed entirely of lies , innuendo spectrum, which surely calls into
and falsehood about the National question the motivations of the
Union. These tactics were famil- , No's . Their , campaign was run for
iar in that they have been used party political reasons , and it is a
before at Heriot-Watt during pity that Ms . Morrison could not
NUS referenda, as well as in other have covered this in greater
anti-NUS material distributed in detaiL
Scotland. One leaflet however did
mention the poll tax and loans,
claiming that the No campaign I am, Sir·, your ever faithful serwere oppose.d to "Tory legisla- vant
Paul Rielly
tion". Why, then, was the "No"

Pilgrim
the ever joyous ·sport of avoiding
your Director of Studies. He or
she may have seemed to be a dodery old academic back in Freshers'
Week but right now they're coming after you with . an axe and
you'd better have an excuse
ready . Try health ("I had flu/
AIDS/leprosy") ,
emotional
upsets ("My girlfriend left me the
day before/My mother was
involved in a near collision with a
milk float " ), academic matters ("I
never was any good at exams") or
just plain stupid ("The stars were
And rain will come. You have wrong") but none of them will
nothing to look forward to except work. You might as well try hona whole -new term of work for esty ("I am as thick as a brick and
which our enthusiasm rapidly have not done an ounce of work
wanes , and even better, for the all term") because they'll admire
lucky few, is the revaluation of the that and it's important to know
December class exam results.
that you have their admiration as
After the initi;U shock ("Hey, . the blade comes down upon your
·wow; single figures") af1d com- neck. You' ll swear to them and to
parisons with our friends ("Look, yourself that you'll work so hard
if we add up John's, Alan's and this term and, indeed, you do go
mine we get a pass") there comes to the library for the first time

THERE are few places more
i miserable and depressing
than Edinburgh in the
winter. These- marvellous
stone buldings that look so
beautiful when Colin Baxter
photographs them at sunset
on a summer's day turn into
great dirty grey slabs of
oppression with the coming
of rain.

since October and even get as far
as taking an appropriate book off
the shelf and sitting down at a
desk with it before you get bored
and decide to go for coffee. After
all, it is ten weeks to the next set of
exams, isn't it , so there's no point
fretting your head just now. Then ,
after a dishonest phone call_ to
your parents ("Yes mum , 75 per
cent again") you'll be back on that
slippery slope down to one of the
lower regions of hell that we call
the third class honours degree.

of the great Iearnmg expenence
that they call un~ergraduate li~e.

What do you do when you give
everything to try and achieve
something but it isn't enough?
How do you cope with the knowledge· that you'll never win the
man or woman of your dreams
because you'll never be what they
want? What do you do when your
best isn 't enough and never will
be? Take up popmobility and
rededicate yourself to the healthy
pursuit of dreams and just please
So we tramp back to wherever remember that whatever else hapwe live through the rain and the pens , no matter how many times
cold with thoughts of the horror of you screw up completely, no matChristmas gone past ("Oh great, ter how often you humiliate yourmum , I've always wanted a Jive self in public, no matter how many
·Bunny CD/some Batman lingerie/ nights you hug the pillows as you
a Playboy duvet cover") ringing cry yourself to sleep in a cold and
through your depression-addled lonely bed , there's always somemind and your flat is cold and one worse off than yourself and
you're getting a little tired of liv- they're at Heriot-Watt. Live In
ing on toast but there's nothing Fear.
you can do because this is all part
Pilgrim
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Forget the rain forests, the problem of o~er
crowded cities is posing a more immediate
environmental problem for Third World
countries. Dirk Singer reports from Mexico
City.

move ever further beyond the
Recently , the government has
economic and political resources taken isolated measures to reduce '
of the government, experts pre- the pollution. In order to ease
diet that Mexico City will soon morning traffic and keep children
face a 'killer smog' worse than the at home, the government ordered
one which hit London from 1948- schools to be closed during
1952, which killed hundreds of January 1989. A teachers' strike
people.
· in the autumn meant that this canAccording to the Secretariat of not b~ repeated this year, since
Urban Development and Ecology too many school days have
(SEDUE), during the latter part already been lost. However, in
of the 1980s, the accepted level on November, the government intraozone standards was exceeded on . duced the 'day without car'
average three hours a day. scheme, where every car is kept
SEDUE has established that the off the road on a certain day of the
maximum average concentration week.
of O.llppm in one hour may be
However, tliere is still no
The valley of Mexico forms a exceeded only once a day. By
nicely formed bowl surrounded by comparison, the U.S. standard efficient method of checking the
four mountainess masses. Into establishes that the maximum . emission standards of cars, let
this bowl the basic ingredients of average concentration ofo. 12 ppm , alone those in industry. From next
1 "';ir:- ,.~~ !vsriRS'.
10,000 tons of metals, chemicals, may be exceeded only once a year, all new cars will have to be
• fitted with catalytic convertors.
bacteria and dust are spewn out by year.
Inadequate rubbish collection However, as the car replacement
the city's 20,000,000 people,
3,500,000 cars and 36,000 indus- for the 8000 tons of refuse pro- rate is under 5% a year, it remains
duced daily add to the problem . to be seen what sort of effect this
infamous red diagonal stripe.
tries every morning.
Many major cities around the The rubbish collectors are a pow- will have.
The smiling face with the logo
"Don't Worry Be Happy" proworld already practice large-scale . erful organization and they ' recyMeanwhile , Mexico City is
videsthe most subtle irony. An
anti-pollution policies. Tokyo cle' much of what they collect by faced with another problem.
Israeli journalist commented:
began cleaning itself up twenty reselling. Thousands of people When the Spanish 'discovered'
"Our Israeli paranoia alerts us
years ago, and has recently live near rubbish dumps and earn Mexico in the sixteenth century,
that there's something definitely · finished the job. Los Angeles their living scavenging for a they built Tenochtitlan, the
worrisome about being urged
started last year, and hopes to be number of powerful bosses. While forerunner of Mexico City, as an
1,000 times a day not to worry.
finished in forty years time. In there are regular rubbish collec- · island on Lake Texcoco. The
The phrase may have originated
Mexico City, no comprehensive tions in the wealthier districts, Spanish drained the lake and built
. with Bobby McFerrin , but we
set of policies has yet been put refuse trucks only pass occasion- Mexico City in its place. Now
can't help but suspect a governtogether. As the necessary mea- ally through the poorer areas- it large parts of the city centre are
ment plot."
sures to combat pollution seem to simply is not worth their while.
starting to sink.

DURING the past year,
media headlines have referred to Mexico City as "the
world's most polluted city",
"bracing for pollution disaster", and even, "the gas
chamber". Although the
tone of these headlines may
sound alarmist, recent incidents do suggest cause for
alarm. One woman woke up
to find that twenty-three
birds ·had dropped dead out
of the sky into her garden.

The latest fashion in Tshirt slogans sported in Israel
h
fl
h
·
per aps re ects t e growmg
cynicism of young Israelis
towards the situation in the
occupied territories. :
_
The logos printed include "Uzi
. Does I_t'', "I Got Stoned on the
West Bank " and the most popular
"Intifada Busters" T-shirt which
shows a caricature of a Palestine
~tone-thrower c~ossed by the

'

JUNCTION
-Our strength is our
people

BAR

87 SLATEFORD ROAD
0313372351

24 WEST PRESTON STREET
Telephone: 667 3010

Mott MacDonald is one of the UK' s largest
consulting engineering practices with a
reputation built on our technical
excellence.
To maintain our standards in the 1990s we
are planning to recruit high calibre
graduates with good honours degrees in
civil, mechanical, electrical and building
We offer
services engineering~
challenging opportunities throughout the
UK and overseas.

Fre~wheelin'
WINTER SALE
Up to 30% off RRP with
copy of this ad.
DIAMOND BACK, MBK,
EMMELLE, RIDGEBACK,
DAWES, TOWNSEND
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The function BaPIfs the Best By Far!
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Same day,
or next day repairs.
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Manchester Business School
'!'"1ft::,.
If•";:,."•"'
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Peter Mason
Mott MacDonald Gro~p
Demeter House
Station Road
Cambridge
CB12RS

1111

Mott
MacDonald

EUROPE'S LIVELIEST
BUSINESS SCHOOL INVITES YOO
TO AN OPEN EVENING
The MBS MBA degree
is internationally
acclaimed
for its
action-based
approach. It
is a proven
route to both
career flexibility and
rapid promotion.

AJe:. you a self-reliant, hardworking, fit
person looking for a job in which you can
fully utilise your passing knowledge of
French/German/1 talianiSpanish?
Do you like children and have a good
sense of humour?
If you are aged 18-25, available from April
to mid-July, or mid-)uly to late Septelllber
1990, come and join us as a CAMPSITE
COURIER, CHILDREN'S COURIER or a

WATERSPORTS COURIER.

f:::,.Vc.'f;:,.Vf:::,.

.f\1ott MacDonald will be conducting
interviews at Heriott Watt on 22 January
and at · Edinburgh University ~m 22
February.
For further details and
application forms contact the careers office
ot:

SUMMER JOBS ABROAD

Talk _informally toMBS
staff about how the
course can
enhance your
career by
coming along
to our
reception at any
time between 4.30 and
7.30 p.m.

EDINBURGH
PERTH ROOM, CARLTON HIGHLAND HOTEL

North Bridge
Tuesday 16th :January 4.30 pm - 7.30 pm
Or contact: Manchester Business School, Booth Street West,
Manchester M15 6PB Tel: 06 I -275 6333 ext. 6307 Fax 06 I 273 7732

Write now for details and an application
form to: Sarah Home," Courier
Department, Canvas Holidays Ltd., Bull
Plain, Hertford, SG141DY.

ALTERNATIVE
PROSPECTUS
1990
requires Faculty Editors
and contributors to write
short reviews ofFirst Year
Courses.
Please contact the
'AP' EDITORS
at the EUSA Offices
or telephone CHRIS on
343 2648 or
Stewart on 666 6388.
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Campus Crusade

-------------------------

Whilst Islamic Fun dam en talism moves in to the
Soviet Republics, Michael Barron reports on
Christian Fundamentalism in Papua New
Guinea, and the resulting anti-homosexual
crusade amongst students.
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SEVEN

students
'were also dissatisfied with the Univerincluding the former sity authorities who they accus~ of
. President of the SRC at the .incompetence. The. deputy VIce~ arrested

.

Chancellor has resigned and the
VC has threatened to. The student body has also levelled
accu'sations of maladministration
and financial impropriety.
Many of the students, especially th_os~ in charge of th~ SRC,
are Chns.tJan fundamentalists and
are leadmg a moral crusade to
'clean-up' the campus. Hence
their concern about homosexuality among the staff. They believe
homosexuality is a major sip.
.
.d
h.
t
d
t
th
.There
is little or no. basis for
e
mc1
ents
t
a
1
e
o
e
.
. accusTh
. 1 d d b k-· t th mg some academics ofbemg gay.
student
leaders
arrests me ~ _e a rea m a e Originally
Staff AmemtJes centre, the takeTh'
. d o,
.
d h c1a1me 75 to were gay.
IS was
o~er of. a secunty-post an t e reduced to 11 specifically named
k1dnappmg of several campus secd .
. guar ds. Some studen. ts sa1'd :tea em1cs..
unty
,
that they would take the law into . There IS a popular con~ep~Ion
their own hands and eject the ~n . PNG, t~at homosexuality Is. a
academics accused of being disease mtroduced by white
homosexual.
settlers, just as they brought
mumps and measles too. This conHowever, when the case of the ception has been refuted by
7 came to court the charges were anthropologists, who point out
dropped due to the lack of pro- that some initiation ceremonies to
secution witnesses. It is believed the houses where the adult 111en
by some members of staff that live together in the villages
vital witnesses, both security include homosexual acts. The
guards and students, had been furore over homosexuality is a
intimidated. This comes on top of· symptom of a fundamental tenaccusations that the SRC acted sion in PNG society. This tension
unconstitutionally during elec- ·is caused by a reaction against
tions for the sabbatical posts. Westernisation and the ero~ion of
Membt:rs of the academic staff are .tradi~ional lifestyles and customs

end of last year for behaviOur
likely to cause a breach of the
peace. The arrests followed
incidents at the campus of the
University of Technology in
.Lae. Students had grown
frustrated
because their
·d
d f
· ·
f
. . em~n _s or a commts~IOn o
· mqmry m to the allegatiOns of
homosexuality
among
academics had not been met.

l

which existed for centuries before · of Technology). The university
the arrival of Europeans.
has transformed from being a.bastion of free speech and thought to
Ironically , in order to try and
stem this erosion , many have
become dominated by a clique
who have forced their views on
turned to another 'import' from
Europe- Christianity- especially
their fellow students. It has been
reported tl}at students who do not
in its fundamentalist version.
Christianity has itself helped to
con.fonn have been beaten up.
It is widely ..believed that the
erode traditional PNG societies
by replacing the ancient tribal
university authorities secretly
religions. Some fundamentalist
agree with some of the students
churches have banned the eating · aims. The Registrar recently
of pork, the mqst widely eaten
announced that - single mothers
meat in PNG.
would not be welcomed in univer- The result of this adoption of sity-owned accomodation. The
Christian fundamentalism has ·reports in local newspapers of
been the emergence of bigotry as events at Unitech have been symwitnessed at Unitec~(University pathetic to the students. Neither

INTERNATIONAL

NEWS
SIERRA LEONE ·
by I an Younger.

THE prospects of peace
returning to Sierra Leone's
university campuses seem as
remote as ever. Students
returned to their colleges on
Saturday to find that none of
their grievances have been
J:esolved.
Students
organized
mass
boycotts of lectures at the end of
. last term in protest at their worsening living conditions. Unrest at
the Njala campus was sparked off
by the complete lack of electricity
during the run up to the end of
term exams. Electricity supplies
are always limited, usually to betPresident Momoh (centre) promises the return of student unions.
ween 7pm and 12pm, but at this
point a shortage of fuel for the
local electricity generating station
The outcome of last terms
electricity in the evenings, no
meant no power at all. Water is demonstrations was a decree by
guarantee has been given th.at curalso always severely rationed, at · the President of Sierra Leone
rent fuel supplies to the local
present limited to ·half an hour in which closed the university two
power station will be maintained.
the morning. Shortage of funding weeks early. Students were also
The problems of water and food
for the university means that food ordered to vacate university at
rationing remain unresolved. At
is rationed as well - to one meal a only a few hours notice.
the university graduation in
day. Classes have had to be abanDecember President Momoh
doned on occasion, because stuThe closure of the university, promised that meetings would be
dents cannot concentrate through designed to halt an escalation of held to discuss the re-establishhunger.
the unrest, may have been suc- ment of student unions. Students,
cessful in the short term, but has however, remain pessimistic
The university's other campus done nothing to address the grie- about the chances that unions will
is at Fourah Bay, in Freetown, the vances which lie behind the dis- be 'permitted in the near future ..
country's capital. Student discon- content. Students have now There is also little expectation
tent was here focussed on the long returned to the Njala campus for that significant improvements in
standing ban on student unions, · the new term to find that little has living conditions will be forthcomthe result of previous student dis- been done to improve their condi- ing. Student unrest looks set to
turbances.
tions. Although there is at preseQt continue.

Last February Charlie
Wiseman visited Prague.
Since then fundamental
attitudes have undergone a
stark transformation. His
personal experience
highlights these changes.

the pre~s nor the university
authorities have condemned the
criminal acts perpetrated in the
name of a morally 'cleaner' campus._
PNG is unfortunately not
unique . In this c;ase, it is Christian
not
Islamic fundamenfalism
which has arisen as a reaction to
the clash between Westernisation
and the desire to hold on to a traditional way of life. In order to
prove how loyally Islamic or
Christian they are, fundamentalists often emphasize the worst
parts of their respective religion,
religions which have many attractive aspects too.

COMMENT

The real belief 'that changes

AS EVENTS in Eastern
Europe seem to bring about
the end of another totalitarian regime each month , an
article on Czechoslovakia

· could and would occur came with

the impetus which followed the
opening of the Berlin Wall . Suddenly ev~ryone felt that anything
was pos~Jble. Courage grew to the
.
proportions we saw at the end of
mtght seem passe. Yet for last year: a quarter of a million
anyone who was there a year people gathering peacefully in
ago it is difficult to believe Prague's Wencelas Square.
what has happened . Vaclav
The few days which followed .
Ha vel has yet to see any of his were tense. The government
plays produced on the Czech re~used to r.esign, bu.t ~nded up by
stage. Last year he was in b~1~g publicly humiliated as the
.
.
.
Sixties leader of the Prague
pnson. Thts year .he reviewed . Spr'ng
· d th e
1 , D ub ce k , a dd resse
a parade of soldters as Sup- ' nation. But in comparison to the
reme Commander of the bloody violence of Tiananmen
Army. Plato himself would Square and the Romanian
.have been proud to see his .' ~evolution, the sudden resignaphilosophy put into action: a hon of the Party was an unexpecman rules best who has little tedly peaceful ~vent ..
d · .f th · b
The change m athtu~es among
esue or e JO ·
people that I met is stark. On a
. Last February when I was in Christmas card from a friend was
Prague, the mood among students · written: "We hope Ha vel will
was one of despair. This was become our President. We have
immediately after the January· been on strike ior four weeks. "
demonstrations which had been Last time I saw Lucie nearly a year
savagely put down by the police. ago, she had been shocked by my
In answer to the hope that Gor- question about Ravel's arrest,
bachev and perestroika would put . and had replied meekly: "It is foran end to this kind of crack-down, bidden to talk about him."
one student replied: "It will take
Now the feeling of excitement is
him thirty years to get his own compounded by a sense of fulfillcountry in order. Then he can ment. But this is shadowed by an
·look to us." But the will of the awareness of the real work to be
people proved stronger than that.
done.

!-student
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sport

/Brave Beal!
IN THE first match of what
may become an annual fixture the visitors, over from
Ireland, gained a narrow,
though well-deserved, vie. tory.

A try apiece for Stephen McGoldrick, well-deserved reward for
great effort, and Mark Stewart,
who showed great pace and
surefootedness in very slippy conditions.
In the second half St Leonard
It must be said that the Univer- earned 12 points through a dogsity fou nd themselves up against a ged reluctance to give up. Their
far better prepared team than No. 8, Portoeus, seemed to go on
they had expected and were badly for ever, and Telfir, a second row
let down by John Caskie who had player, appeared to have been so
decided not to play but did not provoked by MacAulay's indisfeel fit to inform anyone.
cretion that his line-out jumping
Despite this the team rose to was far better tha11 his build would
the occasion, showing a stamina suggest and deprived the Univerthat had been missing in many of sity of any quality ball.
the term's earlier games.
Coupled with this line-out
dominance the University were
Edin Univ 10;
faced with a front row of truly
huge
proportions.
Stephen
St Leonard XV 12
McGoldrick and Allan MacLeod
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LAST TERl\I'S SPORTS NE\\'S·I\ BRIEF

CURLING
~

LAST TERM the much
awaited Rifle Club v. Curling
Club· challenge took place:
four teams of four (two curlers and two shooters) were
to battle it out at the Pleasance rifle range and at Murrayfield ice rink.
Shooting started at 1 pm with
some amazing scoring from the
experts: Alex with one dropped
point, Gordon with three dropped
points, but well out in the lead was
Lesley with 102 dropped points.
Billy must also come in for some
congratulations (stick?) after
making his first shoot since aliterally ear-muff shattering experience in Ulster four months ago.
After three hours fierce competition Lorna's team of Gordon,
Steve and David emerged as clear
winners. Some did suggest this
was a loaded (sorry- ed.) team
but Lorna shot (even sorrier ed.) down this myth with outstanding accuracy .
On to Murrayfield at 5 pm for
the second part of the challenge,
and after much muscle pulling and

falling over by the shooters
(serves you all right for laughing
at Hamish's inability to point a
rifle in the general direction of the
target), the games began. At halftime it was apparent that Hamish
was having a bad day at the curling
as. well, with the chance that he
was about to lose to one of curling's "little" men , i.e. Martin.
In the end Struan's team of
Julia, Alex and Mac overcame
Lorna , David, Steve and Gordon
by a score of 5-1 and Hamish's
team of Willie , Tricia, Andy and
Lesley lost out to Martin , Nigel,
Heather and Billy by a single shot.
The after-competition drinking
went on well after the final whistle
with most people falling over
aorund 4 am, although several
pairings dropped out early. A
great way to end an enjoyable
day.
Thanks must be given to Lorna
for her organisation and let's hope
the event can become an· annual
fixture. ·
Struan Macnee

~~~~~~~~~~-------------------,

The Sports Section is always looking for new writers and has
plenty of opportunities for anyone wishing to get involved.
Would everyon€ interested, as well as those already writing,
please come to a meeting on Monday 15th January in the
Student offices at 1.30 pm. Thanks.

Sports Ball
Beal in full flight.

The game started very untidily
and could have degenerated into a
real skirmish but for the firm hand
of a referee who was determined
the game should be played in the
high spirited but friendly atmosphere that such a fixture deserves.
The University was heavily
penalised in the opening minutes
but the referee's strict approach
was vindicated when both teams
settled down to a game that was a
joy to be part of.
Note must be regrettably made
of one horrific breach of discipline
when early in the second half
Campbell MacAulay made an
apparently unprovoked attack on
the St Leonard's. Telfir. After a
vicious dressing-down from the
referee it came as no surprise
when MacAulay was given an
early bath, which he accepted
with the minimum of grace.
The University started well and
by half-time had built a 10-0 lead.

photo: Hugh Pinney

at last showed their true form , and
it was impressive. AI Rae was
faced with a foose head reputed to
weigh in excess of 20 stone yet he
showed a tenacity few would have
credited him with. The effort was
such, however, that by the end of
the game none of the Univeristy
had any energy left. Some iudeed
had played the previous day _so
when they faded it was in the last
15 minutes the visitors scored a try
a conversion and two penalties.
Mention should be made of
Mark Beal who showed great
strength of character when he had
to leave the field to have a head
gash attended to yet returned and
completed the game in great style.
The after-match hospitality was
such that the visitors have promised to return next year, provided
MacAulay is not selected, and the
bottom line is , the boys had a
bloody good time.

The social highlight of the
sporting callender is the
Sport's Union Ball, to be
held on February 1 at the
Assembly Rooms. This is a
chance for club members
from throughout the country
to meet as friends, and not
adversaries. Sportsmen and
women that compete from
the highest University and
National level to basic club
level all meet together at
what has become a great
annual event . .
And this year's promises to be
no exception. Five hundred club
members from around the country will be met by Pipers at the
Assembly Rooms to begin their
night of revellry. After a five star
sit down dinner, the raffle will be
drawn,
offering · sumptuous

prizes, such as a 200 pound holiday voucher.
After dinner, a further 280'
guests will arrive to join the celebrations. Swang Thang will provide
live music, as the party really gets
underway. Two bars will be working hard to keep the mass well
watered as they party the night
away.
At 11 'o clock David Hume's
Celeidth Band will strike lip in the
Music Room, to be interchanged
with the rock 'n' roll sound o Blue
Finger, as the sportsman strut
their funky stuff!! The fun continues until three in the morning,
for the really fit, but no doubt
most will be in bed preparing for
the next day's matches!
· After Dinner tickets are still
available for this night not to be
missed. They will be on sale from
the 18th of this month from the
Sports Union Office.

Sports Centre round-up
Julie is also a member of the. PE
Department's innovative Sport's
Development Group, a 13
member team dedicated to improving standards in a diverse range
of sports such as orienteering? g~lf
and judo. The Group, now m 1ts
second year , consists of the most
talented of our students attempting to pass on their knowledge to
other members in the form of lectures tutorial work, practical and
scientific work and conditioning
sessions.
Several membe"rs of the. Group
compete beyond University level,
notably Julie and Winston SweatJulie, a second year Ger~an man, who will represent his counand Business studies student, IS a try at Judo in the forthcoming
Scottish cap, helping her country Commonwealth Games in Aukto a respectable sixth place in the. land. Student will be following
World Championships in Holland Winston's exploits closely.
last year. She is confident of a sucAnother member of the Sports
cessful defence ofthe Universities
D~velopment
Group from last
title she won at Keele last year.

The University Squash
Club this year plays host to
the 1990 British Universities
Squash Championships, laking place at the Sports Centre
· in the second week of February. The finals were last
held h~re in 1987, but Edinburgh failed to take any honours. This time, however, the
prospects for success are far
heal their, as the Squash Club
at present boasts the reigning
women's Champion, Julie
Nicol.
·

· year, _Yvette . Hague, was honoured shortly before Christmas at
the Sunday Times Sportswoman
of the Year awards in London.
Yvette took second place in the
Student · category,
behind
Durham's Olympic rower Kim
Thomas.

The
Firbush Outdoor
Programme continues to go
from strength to strength· at
Loch Tay, in central Perthshire. This is an ideal location
for water sports and mountain activities.

This year's specialist courses
The Sports Centre would also include Windsurfing levels 1 and
like to announce the publication 2, plus an introduction to Funof their newsletter, which is avail· . board; Dinghy sailing levels 1, 2
able free of charge from the and 3; Winter Mountaineering,
Sports Centre reception. The aim Mountain Biking, Cross-Country
of the letter is to promote. the skiing and river canoeing. During
Department's image not just in the Summer vacation, the Sports
the eyes of the Student, but also of Centre organizes activity weeks
Sport's administrators across the for staff and their families, as well
country. Sports Centre users as graduates and students. Full
should note that enrolements for details of this are soon to be pubthe Spring Term recreation prog- lished. If you wish to be included
ramme activities may be made at on the mailing list, contact Mrs
Reception. Copies of the prog- Helen Thompson in the Firbush at
ramme are also available at the the PE Department, on 667 1011,
Ext 4461.
Old College reception.

VOLLEYBALL
With the term drawing to a
close,· both National League
teams seemed to have . gone
"slightly off the boil".
The National League girls won
3-0 sets against a very weak Falkirk side in a dull match with erratic and scrappy play by both
teams. The girls have certainly not
treen fulfilling their potential in the
last fortnight but the team spirit is
still very much alive and the girls
fought there way to another victory.
The National League boys were
defeated by Jets 3-1 sets and never
looked like making a serious challenge all game. Injuries in both
teams (who said volleyball's not a
combat sport?) meant the standard of play suffered this weekend
but hopefully by next term the club
will continue to build on the successes of the past few months.
Vivien Barclay

.FOOTBALL

-------------------

KEN MURPHY, the lovable
Geordie, shone like the star
he undoubtedly is last
term with a breathtaking
display of sheer individual
brilliance.
In the process, he broke a
record which has stood for four
years and joined the ranks of the
famous names who have donned
the old blue and green- by scoring four goals.

Edin Uni 1st XI 7
St Andrews Uni 2
Murphy's displa·y acted as a
catalyst to light the spirits of his
fellow players, coaxing them out
of their shells,
allowing
them to play the kind of football
so often left behind on the Peffermill training pitch .
Chambers continued his scoring run notching another two
superb goals whilst Find lay,
dominant in the middle of the park
netted again carrying on from his
two goals the week before .
Much of the threatening play
came from the little feet of
Johnstone who came on with 30
minutes to go. He was instrumental in the build up to .four goals
during his half hour stint.
All in all it was a joy to watch.
Ken Cumskey
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equat~ intell~

as academically useless that Hill
has managed to help; in some
cases placing previously remedial
children amongst the top of their
class back in school.

don't .
gence and informatidn
intake. Any fool dn
~ake in information. You can see
that in Mastermind. Graduat'es
come out with bags of information
but their intelligence isn't really
sharpened up because a lot of that
information is put in in a machinelike way; information is as far as
I'm concerned purely a mechanical process. Intelligence is the use
of information, not the amassing
of it. There are people on mastermind who have more information
in their head that Einstein had but
the difference is that the information that- Einstein had , he used ·
because of his creativity. "
Dr. Brian Hill of the Edinburgh.
Centre for Accelerated Learning
is one of the ever increasing group
of psychologists who see the science of learning as standing on the
verge of an unprecedented
revolution . In the past few years,
more and more evidence is. being
uncovered to suggest the the process of learning information
throughout our lives may not
depend , as most people think simply upon how intelligent we are,
and Dr Hill is backing up his
sometimes controversial theories
with some impressive results , but
is he really saying that intelligence
can have such little bearing on
academic or career success?
The crucial point according to
Hill is that within certain people,
an inability to absorb information
can effectively wreck their basic
intellectual powers and that this
can lead to a downward spiral into
loss of self confidence which can
affect anybody from even the
youngest children with whom he
spends much of his time in his private tuition centre helping them in
many cases simply to regain their
self confidence and he achirves
this in several ways ; by
demonstrating that once people
can 'learn how to learn' they can
achieve anything, by showing that
intelligence is not fixed at birth, by
demonstrating that stress can
harm a child's learning abilities
and also that stress can be countered very easily.
Stress is obviously something ·
that affects many students at certain times of the year. But does
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Psychologists now believe that the power of the intellect is far greater than
people previously imagined but that many, including students, suffer
simply from an inability to absorb information effectively. Maxton Walker
talked to Dr Brian Hill ff the Edinburgh Centrejor Accelerated Learning
a~out how new lea~ning tec~niques are being employed to help people
dtscover the potentwl ofthetr own mi~ds.
Dr. Hill believe that it adversely
affects a lot of students in the run

Intelligence is the use
of information, not
the amassing of it.
There are people on
Mastermind who -·
have more
information in their
head than Einstein.

A

nother factor that can
diminish
a
person's
effectiveness in their
work is their basic self-esteem ,
something that Dr. Hill finds particularly lacking in Scots as a
whole. "Scots tend to have humility which can~e a great virtue but
there is a very thin line between
humility and servitude. -u you
have an intellect that works at
60% and high self esteem, then
you will do better that a person
who's intelligence works at 80%
with a low self esteem because a
perspn with low self esteem is simply not going to .use their intelligence."
So the appearance of stupidity
can often be misleading , derived
as it often is from an inability to
learn effectively but once the
problem ha~ been identified, ways
to combat them must be found .
Dr. Hill bases his methods on several fronts. Firstly there is the socalled Neuro Linguistic Programming (NLP) Psychotherapy,
around which he has based an
Internal Eye Scan which looks at
the unconscious eye movements

we make when retrievin~ information or when we create sound

If you have an
intellect that works at
60% and high selfesteem then you will
do better than a
person whose intellect
works at 80°/o with a
low self-esteem.

particularly interesting
offshoot 1from the work
of Dr. Hill is his views on
his society is changing academically. Each person 's brain consists
of a right half which governs the
creative side to a person 's character , and the left side which looks
after the logical , caJculating
aspects of a person 's character. Dr
Hill claims to see a shift 'in how
people are using their brains. At
the moment education is biased
towards developing the left side of
the brain , with most emphasis
being places upon the subjects
like mathematics that require
rigorous logic. Now he sees a
change whereby the development
of the right side of the brain is taking on a more important role. "I
can see a shift in society away
from the 'left brain ' simply
because we don 't need left brain
people because we have computers which is virtually the perfect
left brain but can 't touch the right
side of the brain ; most of the
people who I find failing at schools
are 'right brain ' boys."
"One way in which people can
help their study is by playing
Baroque music in the background
while they work . This type of
music helps to stimulate certain
areas of the brain that aid learning
and also. help to relax you .",
although perhaps people who
think they may be workaphobic
should take some comfort from
the fact that Dr. Hill feels that
·there is nothing unusual about not
liking study, and even admits that
he does not enjoy studying , himself and that anybody with any
creativity is unlikely to feel
enamoured about sitting plodding
through a pile of work.

But can he give any advice to
students who find themselves
unable to work or to absorb information effectively' or even those
who have the rarer but still serious
• problem of being workaholics
whereby they can end up doing up
or visual images as we do when we to 14.hours .of work ever\ day?
up to exams? "A large number of
students are adversely affected to
use our imagination. This is the
\It ts obvtous, even from a
some extent and some can virtu-·
first sfep to putting the intellect to
ghmpse ofil>r. Hill's work that the
ally develop a phobia towards
work.\ The second method
potential for this type of teaching
work. Human beings are proginvolves psychotherapy which
is
virtually limitless. He believes
rammed to avoid pain and so
looks to attune a person to his surthat
anybody is capable of reachwhen study becomes painful,
roundings and to relax the person
ing
graduate
level in education
and- involves hypnosis, although
people can get into a high anxiety
state about it and they'll do anyhe points out that th_e re is nothing with the right type of teaching,
thing and everything to avoid it ,
sinister about this; "Hypnosis is a and although he uses his methods
, including not getting out of bed ,
natural process. We go into hyp- for private teaching sessions at the
(_?r even staying up so late the night
nosis every day apd nobody can moment, he is hopeful that eventually
accelerated
learning
before that they can't get out of
hypnotise you unless you want to
bed which is often termed as lazybe hypnotised. For instance I techniques will eventually be
ness"
COtJidn't hypnotise you right now adopted as standard in all state
to nip out and raid a post office for schools with results that could be
me. If I could then every major almost literally mind blowing .
criminal in the world would have a
degree in hypnosis."
The
result
of
these
psychotherapy techniques is to
generate a desire to learn in the
Dr. \Hill is now extending
patient. Finally there are the his private service to help stuEdinburgh
Centre's
own
techniques concentrating on num- dents who feel that they have
erical powers and reading ability. learning problems. For more
The success of the system has information contact the Edinbeen documented by the number burgh Centre on 031-229
_of children previously discarded 8451.
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Can you do better than this? The -science
pages are looking for people to help
expand their coverage of science related
events including green issues. If you
want to give it a go, come along to the sci1ence page meetings Fridays 1.30. No
experzence necessary.
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Alan
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Happy Mo~ays reviewed.
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inclination toward government
can perhaps be attributed to the
fact that. his father was a west
Highland's schoolmaster- a profession which in rural areas carries
far greater authority than in the
cities.

J

ohn Smith is the very public
face of the new look Labour
Party and one of the key
minds behind it in his capacity as
Shadow Chancellor. While Neil
Kinnock often indulges in overblown rhetoric John Smith weighs
every word with intense care considering all possible interpretations that might be made from it
before reaching the unforgiving
light of the TV studio.
He is not however slow to voice
his opinions and is numbered as
one of the fastest thinkers in Parliament, being generally acknowledged as being one of the few
speakers to be able to equal
Mrs Thatcher in Parliamentary
duels. It is little wonder than that
he was reputedly to replace Neil
Kinnoc" as 1eader. His influence
is such that during the recent policy review it might have been written largely by himself alone. It
certainly
bears
a
close
resemblance to his own political
-philosophy; gone are the days of
idealism,
fiery
passionate
rhetoric, and the fierce dogmatism of the old style Labour.
The new party is more sober,
practical and sensible - not too
unlike John Smith in fact.
He is often at pams to argu~ for
instance, that high growth can be
reconciled with social justice, that

Dividing his week between Parliament, the Committee Room
and the TV studio (he himself
claimed to spend an hour each day
The new year is traditionally a time tor mulling over the past and casting talking to the media.) He now
confesses that with this sort of life
a hopeful eye into the future. George Mayor with the help of Shadow
style, it is perhaps unsurprising
Chancellor John Smith comments on Labour, Past and Future.
that he suffered a heart attack.
Now health conscious, if not
there is no contradiction between by the reduction in the manufac- Britsin's education - system and health obsessed he includes
lengthy descriptions of his new
the two. The new pragmatic turing sector. This coupled with skills.
calorie counting diet in his
approach has undqubtedly done fading memories of the last
Charming though sober in manmuch to improve the standing of Labour Government will, he ner, he appears the picture of encounters with the media and
the party in the country, banishing _ hopes, aid a Labour victory· at the happy contentment despite being has even been pictured walking on
the Braid Hills.
the taint of 'Loony Left', but it has next General Election.
weighed down by problems of
the disadvantage of leaving the
state and also health - having
Smith
voters
uninspired.
A formidable man with a keen
If Labour were to win the next recently suffered a heart attack.
emphasised the need for Labour election the strong il}fluence of He expressed a willingness to give rigorously traineo intellect the
to convince the electorate that John Smith could mean Britain up politics if his health demanded question of whether Labour win
they are not only capable of hand- following the Japanese model for in which case he would return to the next election depends upon
ling the economy but also of pro- economic development, one of his former profession as QC. He him as much as Neil Kinnock,
viding greater prosperity, and co-operation between private and confessed however, that he since as shadow-chancellor he will
thus having a fighting chance of public sectors. It will certainly "found politics satisfying"_ . So not only have to represent but also
winning the next election.
mean that the economy would be much so, that he even turned formulate his party's economic
one of the top priorities, with con- down an invitation to become a policies. If he succeeds in persuading the electorate that he is
he consequence of Tory cerns over eff{ciency and produc- judge.
policies of the early tivity being paramount. Smith ' H i s background explains I sufficiently capable of handling _ •
much of his character. the economy and also providing •.., •
. eighties are all too clearly sees the State's role as being supHis calvinistic upbringing growth and prosperity his party
reflected in the monthly inflation · portive rather than dominant or
and trade figures he claims and non-existent
with
emphasis giving rise to his sober manner could well win. If he fails they will
the underlying problems caused placed- on- the development of whilst -his natural authority and certainly lose, again.
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In the wake of Labour MPs' failure to have the
Standing Committee on Education (Student
Loans) Bill adjourned, Wendy Erskine Steele
talked to Tony Worthington, Opposition junior
' Spokesman for education for Scotland. He
provided a contrasting view to Robert Jackson's
vision for the future of higher education which was
expressed in the last issue of'Student'.

student

W

~EN I ~ent in search of an opposmg political standpoint to that of
Robert Jacksons interview in the
December 7 issue of 'Student' I
was doing so not only to be fair by :delvi~g
around to find the story as it was being told on
the opposite bench. Neither was it because the
issue concerns each and every one of us at the
moment , but because in reading Mr Jacksons
vision of the future under the title "An Innocent
Man?", I was shocked and horrified at the power
of his words .
Robert Jackson stood behind his statements with an
energy and confidence that suggested any renewed stand
on the issue might hold no water. However. despite
being beset by the problems caused by a general slowdown during the Christmas break, I set out to find what
exactly the Labour Party had to say on being accused by
him of being " .. .. .fundamentally irresponsible".
The House of Commons had broken up for the festive

Mr Jackson has lost track of all
reality, and, in fact, has
educational policies which will in
future discourage demands for
education. I am concerned for
women, and the working classes.

period and many MP's were either in hiding with their
families round the Christmas tree, or off to a more distant retreat for sanctuary and solitude away from the
rigours of the Westminister political scene .
However I managed to trace Tony Worthington , the
Junior spokesperson for Scotland to his holiday spot in
Arran , and having 'faxed' him the article by Robert
Jackson , I asked him by phone to deliver his comments.
Tony Worthington took over from East Fife MP
Harry McLeish last November, to become Junior
Spokesperson for Scotland for Education, besides also
juggling a whole box of tricks dealing with employment
training and social issues of that nature.
He has been an MP since 1987, having been educated
at Glasgow University and then the London School of
economics. He went on to become a lecturer, and was a
Regional Councillor from 1974 until 1987, when he
gained the Strathclyde and Milngavie seat for Labour.
His special interest in politics lies in home affairs.

r

egan by asking Mr.Worthington to comment upon
he statement made by Robert Jackson where he
evealed his own personal view that British
University students have this "outrageous attitude
of demanding entitlement" and that it is the fault of the
grants system that it perpetuates a dependent status, and
that he sees the loans system as responding to the problem of" underfunding, a dependancy culture and intellectual lassitude".
His initial response was to criticise Mr Jackson on his
"Enoch Powell certainty", and stated also that he had
just that kind of Oxbridge mentality. (Mr Jackson is currently thought to be one of the Tory Party intellectuals).
Mr Worthington accused Mr Jackson of "losing track of
all reality", and in fact having educational policies that
would in future "discourage demands for education"
I then tackled Mr Worthington on the statement by
Mr Jackson that the Government wants Higher Education for more students in a variety of disciplines. He
replied by saying that he is concerned for women in education, the working classes, and especially for those
returning to education after a period of time.
At the present moment, students grants are
inadequate. They have fallen by 20% since the Conservative Government began their period in power. Worthington sees a poor standard existing in Scot!and for vocational courses, and finds it worrying that Scottish students are given little access to these courses; citing as an
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example Strathclyde University where on one such
course only two out of 40 places are held by Scottish students. That does not in any way reflect nationalistic leanings, but simply illustrates to him the ever limiting of
options open to students in this country.
He attacked Jackson 's "Utopia", whereby he sees no
problems for students belonging to the manual classes
feeling discouraged by the prospect of carrying a large
debt beyontl their education, and stated that it was "inevitable" that students will find the" barrier of taking
upon themselves a debt highly discouraging" .
I then asked Mr Worthington if this stand taken by the
Labour Party was based on any kind of market research
such as opinion polls, etc. He replied in the negative ,
stating that Labour Party funds do not stretch to such
extremes, but that it was obvious that wealthy students
will be able to invest in the loans scheme, whereas other
students would merely be building debt as ·they continued through their time in higher educatio'l.
On the subject of graduate tax schemes, Mr Worthington stated that when graduates began working they
were already "paying" for their educatiCUI via our tax
system. The conservative Party believe that average
graduates fall into higher paid employment, but, volunteered Wortbngton, "thi!t just isn't the case. Graduates
also filter into professions like teaching and social work,
and these people are just not receiving an adequate wage
at present" .
Mr Worthington added that Mr Jackson forgets the
principle of insurance. Graduates pay later through their
higher income . That in itself is the principle· of redistribution of wealth.
Currently Britain is suffering from a 20 billion pound
trade deficit, this due largely, Mr Worthington claims, to
our imports exceeding our exports. And because of this,
he says, it is impossible to cenceive a loans scheme at this
time in history, never mind its impotence at any other
time.

philosophy at the moment. .. " is part of a forward thinking intellectualism that the Tories are part proud of, but
at the same time concerned at the potential power of his
"dominant philosophy"? In reply he acknoledged that
there is a rank and file element amongst the Conservatives who might be worried that the radical element such
as Jackson and Fowler were just too clever for their own
·
good.
So what then of J ackson 's statement that "if by going
on marches student bodies are trying to persuade me
that I have made a mistake, then I have to say that these
demos simply confirm one's judgements that one is
doing the right thing"? As one would expect, the Labour
MP expressed his surprise at the remark . "I cannot
imagine what else students are supposed to do to
demonmstrate difference of opinion with the Government. Up until now I have been most impressed with the
actions of students, and I feel sure that the public have
also taken notice of their plight" . He further added that
in his opinion the students of Britain had reacted with
control and dignity in their protest , and had the support

questioned the Minister on the recent backdown of
the banks on the loans issue. Of this, he expressed
no surprise upon their decision . He
believes that fundamentally the banks see the
scheme as being costly to themselves and ultimately will
hamper the finances of the tax payer. And for a much
longer period than the Government originally stated.
Plus there is ·the added fear of loan default. This, of
course, is known to be a problem of great magnitude
within the American system of Higher Education. It is
also known that there is very little that the American
Government can do to recover these debts once incurred.
I then challenged Mr Worthington on Mr Jackson's
moral viewpoint of students being "demanding" in their
entitlement to education in this country. He put this
down to the "fundamental philosophical divide between
himself and the politics of Mr J ackson."
He believes that being a citizen of the U.K means
"that you have access to the finest things in society". The
examp.le Worthington cites is that of broadcasting. "Just
now we all have the opportunity to view the best available. We have, till now, equality in this sphere. However
this simply will not be the case in the fut~re".

of the Labour Party behind them.
So what exactly are the prospects for British tudents?
"If the Labour Party are elected into office at the next
General Election then I am confident that we can manage to reverse the Loans Scheme with the minimum of
fuss. That of course is if we manage to reverse the Government by the next term. If we can, then our time of
suffering should be brief.
"However if it takes another term to sway opinion,
then the problem becomes not only more threatening'
but moves on to a higher plain altogether, where I doubt
student marches and subtle rejection by dissenters will
have much effect on the system, which will be so weighted in favour of the current trend of Thatcherism that we
can but guess what effects it may take to reverse."
But despite such ominous words of warning, what
cheered me by the end of my telephone conversation
with Tony Worthington was that with his soothing words
of praise for students and healthy values of equality and
a belief in access for all, I began to feel that I might be
able to emerge from what I believed was Robert
Jackson's nightmare vision for education in the future.
However, nothing can be that simplistic. Worthington
also made me see the huge problems that the loans
scheme will neccessarily run into in the future, even
without intervention from the student body. But that
does not mean to say that nothing should be done.
Instead, we must surely stand firm in our beliefs for'the
education which we envisage for ourselves; if we consider it at all a thing worth fighting for.
But, in saying that, are we to be the ones to judge
whether Jackson is "An Innocent Man" or not? I don't
think that he cares to be judged, if I'm being honest. He
still sees "a lot of scope for the application to Higher
Education of Thatcherite radicalism", as he attempts to
move away from Labours policy review towards the denationalisation of education. Yet in doing so he must
surely endeavour to keep his feet on the ground. The
American system has already shown us its failings. Does
he really want to install such a system here?
I have the feeling .tha] wherever Robert Jackson has
focused his view for education, the Conservative Party
might be halted in its tracks. After gathering momentum
for ten years, they now seem to have all their ears closed
to alternative opinion. Such a state cannot last for ever.
Perhaps their time has already come. But do we have the
recources, are we prepared to sacrifice higher education
just to see if this is really the case? I don't think so.

I

Currently Britain is suffering
from a 20 billion pound trade
deficit, and, because of this, it is
impossible to conceive a loans
scheme at this time in history,
never mind its impotence at any
other time.
So where does the future ·lie then for for the Labour
Party? Worthington states again that it all depends upon
the kind of society wh_ich we wish to have. "We have
rights as citizens. Ones means should not be a factor, it
should be a question of entitlement".
I considered then the position of power that Jackson
holds within the Conservative Party. Does Worthington
believe that the man's "Radicali~m is the dominant

If the Labour Party are elected
into office at the next General
Election then I am confident that
we can manage to reverse the
loans scheme with the minimum
offuss.
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RED HOT CHILLI PEPPERS

BABY'S Got A Gun have, in
their present line-up, been gigging
almost constantly for the best part
of three years. After the release
of the Suicide Girl single in 1987
they underwent changes in both
their personel and their musical
direction. Initial punk influences
have been superceeded by a love
of classic rock and roll bands,
from The Who to Guns 'n' Roses
and back again. 1990 looks like
being the year when the hard
work finally pays dividends with
the Music In Scotland Trust giving
the band £5,000 to record a mini
album while CBS are currently in
negotiations with the band's
lawyers and a host of record
company A&R men braving the
trip North to catch them Jive. The
only surprise is that it has taken so
long.
The second half of last year saw
the band playing Livingston
Forum withDavid Bowie's Tin
Machine, Glasgow Barrowlands why. The fUsion of infectious rock
with The Dammed and London's and a commanding visual pre. sence is unrivalled by any other
famous Marquee with Zodiac
Mindwarp And The Love Reac- unsigned Scottish band. They
tion and The Almighty, on each
move seamlessly from epic ballad
occassion winning over unsus(Twenty Years) through stadium
pecting~audiences. It's easy to see anth~m (Big Slide) to irresistably

aggressive pop (Heaven). There's
no flirtation with Americana and
no glorification of working class
roots, just honest-to-goodness
rock and roll.
See Baby's Got A Gun at The
Venue on Saturday night.

TUESDAY 6th FEBRUARY

THE WEDDING PRESENT
MONDAY 12th FEBRUARY

BiRDLAND
THURSDAY 20th. FEBRUARY

Kevin McDermott Orchestra
WEDNESDAY 21st FEBRUARY

In spiral

GLASGOW S E C C

HAPPY MONDAYS
Glasgow Barrowland

· (or whatever they're calling it this
week) is how little its participants
actually have to say. The ethos
that people like to dance and have
1
a good time is essentially the same
as that espoused by the supposedly "evil" SAW. The only difference is whether you choose to
dance in a inuddy field or in a
tacky nightclub. Ian Brown has
nothing intelligent to offer
beyond how wide your flares
should be and Shaun Ryder seems
to revel in being patronised about
his days in the remedial class at
school. Welcome to the blank
generation .

·To try to intellectualise or analyse
it is to play totally in to their
hands. The packed Barrowland
had more the atmosphere of a
huge party than a normal gig, and
the venue can't have seen too
many bands that had literally
every single person dancing. The
stuff off Bummed is even more
wonderfully manic live, with the
criminally-overlooked . Lazyitis
still the jewel in their ramshackle
crown. Shaun sits on the drumkit
smoking most of the time while
Bez, well, he just dances .

trousers, leaping like an epilectic
salmon, sneering like Billy Idol
and haranging the audience in his
oh-o-attentive Black Country
accent. We have Graham, confined to a wheelchair due to a broken ankle, but shooting up and
down a sort of vertical escalator
arrangement like Ironside on~
acid,
screeching
into
a
megaphone and looking rather
frustrated. We have an old
English sheepdog playing one
guitar. And we have some rather
nondescript fellow playing the'
other.

tion from
the recorded
versions of
.
- .
most of tonight's set. But why
complain? There are enough tor~
ously dull bands who are musically totally competent ... Jack of
talent is surely more forgivable
than utter tediousness.

HERE we go all over
again. Every few years the
music press like to wet their
collective pants , over something that's supposed to be "
the new punk. " In the past
few months they've latched
on to the (relative) success of
Manchester's Stone Roses
and Happy Mondays and
proclaimed them as pop
saviours for the Nineties. An
act of desperation or the stir- .
But they're not going to catch
rings of something great?
me out that easily. The appeal of
The jury's still out.
bands like Happy Mondays is
The most interesting thing
about this indie-dance crossover

Inevitably the progress of Stone
Roses and Happy Mondays is
going to be compared right down .
the line. On this showing give me
Happy Mondays' squalid low-life
tales any day. Tops, is I think the
underpinned by the sense that phrase you're supposed to use
what they're doing is in some way these days.
new and a part of "yoof" culture.
Dessie Fahy

GLASGOW S E C C

POP WILL EAT ITSELF/
NED'S ATOMIC DUSTBIN
London ' Marquee ·.

21st FEBRUARY
GLASGOW
BARROWLANDS
lOth FEBRUARY
GLASGOW
SECC

"Grppe-bo, Grppe-bo".
the cry from the selection of
undesirables squashed into
the squalid surroundings of
tlre :Marquee rose to a cres.cendo, before being halted
by the arrival of Pop Will Eat
Itself, fresh back from a
.triumphant Australian tour.
'And what is that made PWEI
go down so well in the land
But guitars could well be done
whose idea of culture rarely
extends beyond Paul Hogan without- indeed the whole band
could well be done without- as a
and Kylie Minogue?
succession of tapes provide the·
We have Clint, clad in nothing
but a truly revolting pair of leather

majority of tonight's noise. The
occasional out of tune sqawk from '
Clint is the only significant devia-

And like the fatuously named
support act, Ned's Atomic
Dustbin, another band evidently .
struggled to pass their grade four
musical theory exam, PWEI are
anything but tedious. Adam and
the Ants, Mel And IGm, and
Hawkwind: all of the finest British
musical acts of the past decade or
two are meshed together into an
adrenalin charged rush which
leaves you to ponder upon the
question of who needs chord
changes?
John Tuson
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THE SENSELESS THINGS
Postcard CV
Way Cool Records LP

I

MIGRODISNEY
I imaginative title might suggest
The Complete Peel Sessions this record brings together all the
session tracks Microdisney
Strahge Fruit LP

I

recorded be~ween 1983 ahd 1985.
They were ignored then so I don't
suppose anyone's going to pay
much attention now, which is of
course a criminal shame. My
.
favourite Catha! Coughlan lyric?
No competition- the bit in
"Town to Town" where he spits
contempt at someone who can't
pronounce his name. Made me
feel a lot better, that one.
Dessie Fahy

THE senseless things are a bunch
of likely lads from West London
who play melodic teenage love
songs. A guitar based pop that
pays more than just lip service to
the punk-new wave of the
Buzzcocks et al. They are even
resorting to a rather fast version
of The Slits classic Shoplifting.
At the dawning of a new
decade, dominated by dance
music, their ilebut could be seen
as dated or even passe. Howeve-r
the songs are timelss and
enthusiastic Too Much Kissing is
powerful and aggressive but has
just enough angst to give it an
indivual edge. The best of the
punk past merged with the cream
of US hard core to produce Come
Together and Back To Nowhere.
This album has 10 solid songs
which all stand up on their own.
They may not break any musical
ground but they are excellent
examples of their kind. llncidentally, Way Cool Records my copy
of Postcard CV was an lfs inch too
big for my turntable and had to be
filed down at gPeat risk to myself
and the previous grooves.
Scott McFarlane
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THE LINO EN Tree are a Glasgow four-piece and this is their
first release on the newly formed
Headlong label. They don't
believe in following the obvious
. rules having only played a quartet
of gigs over the past two years
(Paris, Belfast and twice in New
York). The music'is just as evasive, John Friendly is vaguely
folky while Angel touches on
blues, both possessing raw potential. Well worth making the effort
to find out more about them. For
information contact Owen Barrett, 95 Bowrijan St, Glasgow,
G428LE.
James Haliburton .

From Big Fun to
Big Black,
From the Sundays
to !the
Happy Mondays

The festive season may be gone
for another year but on the music
pages it really is Christmas all the
time. Forget all the crap presents
and dodgy aftershave or perfume
that you got because this week
we'vi got two pairs of tickets for
cone rts by The Alarm (22nd Jan)
and ackhead (24th Jan) both of
which are promoted by Regular
Music at Edinburgh's newest
venue , The Network . And the
ques.tions are so ridiculously easy
that we're almost embarrassed to
ask them. To win a pair of Alarm .
tickets simply tell us the name of
the band's singer. The Tackhead
question is simpler still. What is
the name of the influential heavy
dub and rap label the band have
been associated with for years?
God , next time qe'll be giving
them away! Answers to the Student offices by 15th January.

t.

THE LINDEN TREE
John Friendly/Angel
Headlong Records Single

I

f

the Student Music Pages
is the place to find them

If you're
interested
in
.
.
muszc, revzewzng gzgs or
LPs or interviewing Jam-•
ous pop stars come to the
music meetings_in the
Student Offices on Wedne~days at 1.15 pm.
....
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Alan Spence, the Glaswegian writ~r has recently taken ~p the posi~ion ofw_riter-in-resi~ence
at Edinburgh University. Shona Lyons went to talk to h1m about h1s expenences as a wnter
and his plans for the coming year.
students he only has the mornings
to concentrate on his own writing
and inevitably, this work is suffering. His rather eclectic outlook on.
life influenced by the aforementioned interest in E astern
philosophy and Glaswegian workipg-class background also influence his writing "There is a quality
of Glasgow humour and the use of
language that can be almost surreal. There is a story that Billy
Connelly tells about a wee wifey
getting off the bus , bustling along
with her bags of shopping. Turning around and addressing the bus
in general , she says " this is me
since yesterday" . If you divorce
that from the context it's like
something out of a surrealist playit is a great existenti alist statement. There is a whole attitude to
life there , in that way of communicating and the humour of it.
It has such an energy about it,
something so real and solid . It's
not a specifically Glaswegian
thing , these are people who are
just coping with life as a struggle .
There is a Zen statement ,"Everyday life is the way", which is really
saying that you don't have to look
to the skies for this great truth to
be revealed to you , it's there in
yourself. Buddhists say that existence is suffering and yet in the
face of that we create and we are
happy , we're joyful and we·laugh"

AN interview with Alan
Spence is an informative but
unnerving experience for a
reporter with an eight word
limit, faced with a man who
has many interests, ideas and
concerns. We discussed the
integral role of Sli Chinmou
and Eastern philosophy in hi~
life and in his writing, his
primary
school
literary
experiments and his insistence upon and enthusiasm
for the establishment of writers groups. As the pages
filled with words I re;1lised ,
that some pretty rigorous
pruning lay ahead of me.

..

Looking back on his own early
experiences . as a writer he
explained why he was so insistent
about the need for writers' groups
with accessabiiity to writers with
experience . " It was lucky that
fairly early ·on I met other Glasgow writers. When I was about 19
I met Tom MacGrath the playw- ·
right , his house had become a
focus for different things that
were going on. He was organising
readings so other young writers
were dropping in - Liz Lockhead
for instance and various musicians. Suddenly you felt in touch ·
with other people who were creative and that gives you a sense of
being part of something more.
There is a danger of being very
turned in on yourself if you are
doing something like writing- you
can become divorced from other

people and that is one of the
benefits of having something like
a group. People can come along
and realise, God there are other
people doing this. Similarily the ·
feedback you get in the group situation can be very helpful. It can be
hard , sometimes, to take criticism
but you have to learn to be able to
do that but at the same time you ,
must have confidence in your own,

. work , enough to go ahead and criticising them , especially when
write what you want to write . The you are dealing with poetry which
discussion can get quite heated - is so personal. That is why , along
it's not a bad thing for people to with the group the one-to-one
get passionate when they're trying aspect is very important because
to articulate what it is they value there you get to know a person
and what it is they strongly object and how much and wHat kind of
to in a piece of writing. As long as criticism they can take>
they don't get personally offenAs his afternoons are reserved
sive. There is a fine line between
~eetings with
criticising someone's work and for these kinds

o!

Previel-Vs
CHRISTIE IN LOVE
Bedlam Theatre
18-20 January
-

-

HOWARD BRENTON'S
violent and
imaginative
depiction of the last days of
Christie
John
Reginald
returns to the Bedlam next
week.

Chri.stie was executed for the·
murder of several young ladies·
who were secreted around his
dingy rented home.The trial
revealed a sordid background of
schizophrenia and necrophilia.
"Christie in Love" ,directed by
Virginia Buckley ,was a critical
success when performed in .
Fresher's Week last year and its
return to the Bedlam Stage begins
another innovating term at the
E.U.T.C.

For further information contact

CAREERS SERVICE,
33 BUCCLEUCH PLACE or
KBUNION

Throughout the year there
should
be
something
for
everyone's taste and Glasgow in
1990 is well worth a look.

CONCOURSE,
APPLETON TOWER,
WED. 17th JAN. 1990
2-5 p.m.

work which the orchestra rattled

NATIONAL
YOUTH through with highs and lows,rocks .
ORCHESTRA OF SCOT- and rolls.ln " A Ball" things
LAND
rocked considerably and quite a

GLASGOW 1990
AS THE Edinburgh arts
scene only slowly begins to Usher Hall
pick up after the festive sea- January 4
son it could be worth looking
TYPICAL
STUDENT
slightly further afield for
Production? Forget all that
some "culture".
As everyone is no doubt aware when you come to aN. Y. 0 ·S
"There's a lot Glasgowing on in concert .That most miserable
1990"as the city plays host to a of cliches ,the faint damnalarge variety of culturaf events as tion citing lack of experience
European City of Culture .
and want of impact is patHighlights this montti include . ronising and almost irrelev-

two major art exhibitions.The
McLellan Galleries re-open ,after
a long absence ,with the British
Art Show 111 which the programme describes as a show "about
what's new · in the visual
arts. "From 15 January the Burrell
Co\IectiDn exhibits Degas' Images
of Women.This show develops
the Burrell's permanent Degas
collection to explore woman at
work,at leisure and in private .
In the theatre the Tramway ,one
of the major venues for 1990,hosts
the successful Scottish theatre
'company Communicado's production of "Jock Tamson's
Bairns" .An operatic theatre piece
it sees Scotland from the children's viewpoint and should be an
interesting production given the
large scale of the Tramway.

INFORMATION EVENT
ON POSTGRADUATE
VOCATIONAL COURSES

For those Edinburgh students
who are interested , Alan Spence
holds a writers group every week
on Wednesday afternoons, open
to anyone interested eno ugh to
attend .

few toes got trodden on as· the
conductor tried to encourage a·
poise and Viennese style which
conflicted with the need to play
together and in time.However ,in
the first movement the excitement
of the main theme came across as
an almost tangible wave of energy
across the Usher Hall. This energy
was 'matched in the "Witches Sabbath" where clarinettist Jennifer
McLaren played the bondlerized
theme with brilliantly lewd eloqu.
ence .The lows were redeemed by
ant m the case of this consis- these flashes of brilliance where
tently exhilarating orchestra. · individual soloists and the
They are not just kids with orchestra as a whole generated an
instruments but musicians enormous charge of emotion.

coming to major orchestral
works fresh,for the first time .
That said,it is a fairly mindblowing irrelevance that the composer of the first piece, "Light
emerging" by David Horne,is
only nineteen.The orchestra
played intelligently handing the
developing melodic line from section to section towards an impressive climax.Some fascinating scoring produced unusual timbres
such as high strings picked out by
the glittering tremolo of a
harp,but other delicate textures,especially in the mind ,were
hard to hear over the rich,bassy
exposition of the melody.
Berlioz's"Symphonie Fantastique" is a mild and nightmarish

not just kids with
instruments but musicians coming to major
orchestral works fresh
·
- ,-----------The most sophisticated playing
was in the Wagner songs where a
reduced orchestra was joined by
singer Linda Finnie.As accompaniment tn' the soloist they
brought long lines with seamless
clarity.In "Im Treibhaus" a fantastic pianisiino allowed Linda
Finnie to sing an almost secret
melody picked np by the fine
leader of the violas.
Harriet Wilson

student

arts

neresque
"Schaffhausen,Side
WATER- View" and "Monte Rosa" which
have a dream-like quality- clear at
the centre, dim at the edge~.
National Gallery of Scotland

TURNER
COLOURS

The illustrations to the "Poems
of Thomas Campbell" are a group
of beautiful vignettes each one
IN ORDER TO PRE- creating it's own individual world
SERVE their condition the but with a certain greetings card
38 Turner watercolo'u rs of quality about them.
the Vaughan bequest are
only exhibited once a year in
Until last year the collection
January and to this far- lacked a seascape and this void
sighted precaution they owe h~s no;; been filled spectacularily
The Bell Lighthouse"
their superb state of preser- with
purchased for a measly £182 000.
vation. This year there is the
In thi_s storm tossed scene even the
added.fi bonus of Turner's
"
massive structure of the lightmagm cent seascape The house is dwarfed by a hu
"
ge sea
1 L. h h
Be 1 tg t ouse purchased and the drawing of the foaming
late last year and together spume of the great waves is
with another recent aquisi- miracul?us. Turner's painting is
tion , the illustrations to the expressive of the destructive
"Poems
of
Thomas forces of nature as they overarch
ampbell"
these
k the fra~ility and littleness of
C
wor s humankmd
demonstrate Turner's. diver·
sity as a painter m watercolour.
Not surprisingly this exhibition
.
.
is popular with the public and so
~e_sp1te the Wide rang_e of the long as you don 't mind shuffling
~amtmgs on show there IS a con-• a~ound the room with a few gransistency throughout them in mes and several tourists it passes a
Turner's passion for fluidity and relatively pleasant half-hour. On
atmosphere, for light and colour a more serious note it is a rare
evident from the early "Beach opportunity to appraise the
Head looking towards Newha- breadth of work of one of our
ven" with it's blue and grey greatest painters.
washes to the more obviously TurEleanor Wood
until31 January

ROBIN HOOD AND THE WEST SIDE STORY
BABES IN THE WOOD
SCO Usher Hall
King's Theatre
6 January
Until17 Feb
'WHAT A WEE STOTTER" cries Una Mclean's
Dame of Robin Hood and it
1s.This year's· panto offering
at the King's provides the
usual family festive entertainment whilst managing to
mcorporate a few innovative
touches along the way.
The comic one-liners come
main ly from the two stooges
played by Alan Stewart and Russell Hunter. Whilst at times the
JOkes are cringe material there are
plenty of really funny moments
such as Stewart's impersonation
of Julio Iglesias. Una Mclean
traipses about the stage radiating
Scottish wit and cheer and even
Anita Harris gets a quip in when
she replies to the Sheriff's threat
of "You' ll swing for this"saying
"This
isn 't
Glen
Miller's
band ,Sheriff."
....

The whole production has a
proffessional polish with lots of
lively singing and dancing
routines,lavish costumes and an
effective set.At times the sudden
burst into yet another song is
wearing but more original
moments such as when the cast
perform the "Leith Walk" and we
enter "The World of Toys" lift the
show.
The
spectacular
Acromaniacs,who double up as
the Merry Men are also very
entertaining with their blend of
humour and stunts.
At the end you're left feeling
happy as it's impossible not to
enjoy the sillieness of it all when
you're surrounded by )ittle girls in
party frocks,dads and grannies
who are all bello~ing "Boo" with
equal gusto.
Fiona Gordon

LED BY the ebullient
human dynamo Chris Bell
(re: the audience's vocal
capacities "I'm sure some of
you have been in love at some
time, put some effort into it
for God's sake"); the Scottish
Chamber Orchestra with
chorus, presented a selection
.
of songs from that American
classic and perennial favourite " West Side St?ry".
It was received by a raptuous if
undiscerning audience who got
their money's worth with a free
sing-along - a good time was had
by all. If the Portugese/American
drawl of the narrator slipped
sometimes and the soloists were
occasionally drowned by the
orchestra, it was all part of the
fun,wasn't it? Mistakes were happily glazed over in the evenings
jollities and compensated for by
the enthusiasm of the generously
proportioned Fances McCafferty
as an hedonistic Anita ,who tangoed, samboed and generally
fraternised with the male members of the audience. And didn't
they love it. ·
·
The SCO were, as ever, poetry
in motion, whether playing the
syncopated jazz rhythms of
"America" or in a more subdued
mood the love song - "Hold my
Hancl". Visions of Natalie Wood
(Hollywood's Maria) caressing
her dying Tony wafted into the
minds of the older members of the
audience- was that a moist eye in
the corner of the auditorium?
Last word must go to the
member of the audience who was
overheard after this jovial evening's entertainment commenting
"It's a good idea for the SCO to do
things like this, it encourages
people to go to their classical
music concerts." Well, I can't say
fairer than that.
Sung J91ang
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369
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'Shadow and its Shadow' by Kjell Torriset.

"Fishing for Souls", to the eight
BY· pieces which make up "Source of
Intention" as the artist currently
has an avid interest in the effects
of symmetry in his work. The
.369 Gallery
result of the classically balanced
.until27 January
'greco-Roman' design in works
like "Tabernacle" is meditative.
Kjell (pronounced shell)
Torriset is the visiting artist in
residence from Norway at the
369 Gallery. This is his first amid the messy web of
one man shO\~ in Britain and streaked and dripping
although the exhibition is not paint, the body which is
extensive it certainly reveals almost life-size, appears
the style of an original and to float . ••
highly motivated individual.
RECENT
WORK
KJELL TORRISET

. There are very few paintings on
display and variety is achieved
more through a range of mediums
than through a range of styles from acrylic on canvas to gesso on
paper to monotype. What is
gesso? you might·well ask yourself. For the record it's a white
chalky substance and monotype?
A type of ' bastard' printing
explained the artist! There is ~
definite theme which runs through
works such as "Tabernacle" and

"Source of Invention I-VIII" uses
a similar design but, on close
inspection one sees the small
rygures of two babies facing one
another which form part of all
eight designs. The meaning? This
is the source, one presumes. The
source? Torriset verified that he
has been looking back to Renaissance artists such as Raphael ~
classical inspiration. where form
and harmony are more important

collection there is an element of
PAINTINGS BY CLAUDIA charicature an almost obsessive
PETRETTI
concentration on certain features.

369 Gallery

She. gives her models strong
noses, swarthy skin, receding
until27 January
chins and moody blacked out eye
sockets - perhaps this is an
BRICK
REDS,
dark attempt to develop an emotional
ultramarine and deep violet theme, to draw out the anxieties
clash. and throb vibrantly in and languid melancholy of the.
the first major exhibition of subjects? Apparently not! The
family resemblance is, according
?~e of Scotland's most prom- to the artist, .a purely unconscious
Ism~ young portrait artists.
projection of facets in her character into her art which, having
Claudia Petretti has, since reached realism must reach
graduating from the Edinburgh beyond it.
College of Art in 1988, received
considerable exposure nationPetretti is not the manic depreswide and now exhibits her latest
works with a punchy, iconic style sive her work suggests she is. She
far removed from realistic photo- has studied in Madrid and Florence and this is reflected in the
portraiture.
·
powerful earthy colours and in the
Since Mondigliani,
features
of the subjects. The
there has been a tendancy in porexhibition somewhat resembles a
traiture to project a unity into the
collection of portraits of Mafia
~ork that is more than an expresmembers an idea which is reinSion of the character and mood of
forced by the 'mug-shot' framing.
.the sitter and consequently in this

to the artist than content.
In the works "Newborn I" and
"11" , the simple background space
- characteristic of Torriset - reveals a newborn child with, umbilical chord still intact. The whole
picture is submerged in a bloodred and the style and subject are
reminiscent of the early work of
Francis Bacon.
"Diagonal Float"
is a work in acrylic on canvas and
it is strange that amid the messy
web of streaked and dripping
paint, the body which is almost
life size, does actually appear to
float. Strange too, that the picture
works at all ; it seems washed in a
murky yellow. the body is illdefined yet anatomically correct.
Strange and moving - if for
nothing else it's simplicity. Similar
to this is "Double semi-circle" again the painting is uncluttered
and one is forced to concentrate
on the figure - to meditate on the
subject. This I believe, is the
artists intention and if this is so, he
has certainly achieved his aim.
Victoria O'Brien
Despite the primitive style of
the paintings, the individual personalities of the models are conveyed through a mixture of postmal nuance a.nd expressionistic
colouring.
In "Juan at the Table"
(the artist's favourite), there is a
tranquil yet moody tension within
the indigo form and in "Kevin
with a Doody Hat" the facial
expression suggests a selfassured, fiesty character which is
matched by the hands on hips
stance.

somewhat resembles a
collection ofportraits of
Mafia members
-----------The limited range of expression
and overt facial minimalism will
not please everyone but the exhibition will be remembered for it's
vital, discordant and almost
Fauvist colouring.
Tim Leuers

..
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Babies

Lo·ve
PARENTHOOD
Odeon
Dir. Ron Howard
WE ARE all raised by someone as children, and most of
us will be parents ourselves
someday, so there is, and
always has been, a strong
appeal in films about childhood and parenthood. It is
also a fact that babies are IN
this year, especially in the
movies (Three Men
and
a Baby etc). Ron Howard's
. Parenthood plainly hopes to
'succeed with most audien~es·
by mixing in babies, parents,
marriage, love, sport and'
education.

The once great Stevf Martin in the disappointing Parenthood• .

It also has a farly big name cast from a 15 to a PG certificate with
and a series of painfully contrived the removal of only about two·
jokes about oral sex, vibrators, minute of fo~tage. This would
masturbation and Steve Martin also have reduced it to being only
falling over. Confused? you won't 28 minutes too long.
be. Parenthood is such a simpleThe story is that of the
minded film with such a gentle extended family centred upon Gil
message (be nice to your kids and Buckman (Steve Martin) and his
don't expect too much of them) wife Karen (Mary Steenburgen).
that it could have been reduced Between his family and those of

to her that he is anything other
than a shallow, self-centred,
MYSTIC PIZZA
. materialistic pig. This she desparately wants him.to do as she has
Cannon
realises that his Porsche is the only
Dir. Donald Petrie
way out of Mystic for Her.
Finally there is Kat, the slowest
THERE can be few better

, his sisters and their parents we
have children in each of the four
stages of childhood: baby, schoolage, teenage and over-21. Within
each of these categories there are
a couple of good jokes to be had,
but with four essentially indepen-..
dent stories going on there is little .
room
for
characterisation
amongst the mass of major roles.
pizza deliverer in the history of
cinema, who forms the centre of
this film, in as much as a film this
empty can be said to have a
. centre. Kat wants to go to Yale to
study Astronomy, but this costs,
so in addition to working at Mystic

Dianne Weist, Jason Robards,
Rick Moranis and Tom Hulce are
all in it but no-one~ save Martin) is
onscreen enough for the audience
to care about them and the only
thing that prevents the four stories
from becoming lost is their predictability.
In addition there are some woefully implausible plot twists, some
Pizza she also starts babysitting
for a wealthy, attractive, thirtysomething architect called Tim
whose wife is in Europe for a few
months with an orchestra. Kat is
young, virginal and, like the audience by this stage, bored with life

names for a film than Mystic
Pizza .heavy as it is with mystery, odd humour and Italian
food, conjuring up a host of
wonderful images. And there
can be ..few worse films than
Mystic Pizza, a. predictable,
bland and uninteresting as a
Big Mac.
Mystic Pizza, disappointingly,
turns out to be the name of an Italian restaurant in Mystic, Conneticut and film is about the three
sisters whci ·wok there and their
attempts to find true love. First
there is Jojo, who passes out during her marriage ce~emony at the
start of the film. Her would-be
husband, the large, loutish but
lovable fisherman Bill, understandably takes this personally
and thinks she doesn't love him.
Daisy attracts the attentions of a
worthless, vain millionaire who
struggles in his attempts to prove

Annabeth Gish, Lili Taylor and Julia Roberts search for extraterrestrialltalianJood in Mystic Pizza.

embarrassing serious bits, but
worst of all is the central idea of
the film, namely that children are
so wonderful and lovable that
parenthood brings out the best in
anybody. Given that in the real
world this is so tragically untrue,
any film that seems to propose
having a baby as the solution to
marital problems has to be
deemed at least slightly offensive. .
This would matter less if
Parenthood. were a particularly
compelling film but Ron Howard
seems to be determined to ruin
what little pleasure he has managed to get out of the script by
allowing his pacing of the last half
hour to disintergrate. Faced with
the problem of how to tie up all
the loose ends and solve all of the
problems he has created for his
characters, Howard blows it
totally by dragging out to twentyfive minutes what he should
have said in two, and Randy Newman's intrusively sugary score just
makes it worse. What Parenthqod
represents is an enormous waste
of some reasonable talent and a
lot of money to produce something bland and mediocre. A lot
like parenthood, I suppose.
Toby Scott

in Mystic. Tim the architect is
sophisticated and fatherly . Can
anybody guess what Kat and Tim
will be doing before the end of the
movie? All . those who said "kissing" may join the League. of
Cliche Spotters right now . Director Donald Petrie, however ,
behaves as if it's impossible to predict this , and the result is like listening to a lengthy joke whose
. punchline you have already gues·sed.
Voltaire once said that life is
made up of tedium and unwelcome surprises but Mystic Pizza
keeps it simple by cutting ouCthe
latter whilst pretending that it has
a story that keeps the audience
riveted . Petrie directs with th'e
wit, flair and imagination of a
sponge but the major problem
with this film lies in the screenplay
whicli , with four people credited
and probably twice that number
involved altogether, really was
written by committee . The
characterisation is so poor and the
acting s~ boring that we can't even
feel for Kat, Daisy or Jojo. With
some stupid inconsistencies and a
soporific score this really is one to
avoid. Great title, bad movie.
Toby Scott

--- OI:»EON
0

CLERK STREET

031-667 7331/2

A film about life, love and the
gentle art of raising children.

***MAKE YOUR CHOICE FROM OUR TOP MOVIES***

PARENTHOOD (15)

He wants the girl back ... and the dog out of his life.
TOM HANKS

It could happen to you.
Sep perf 1.55 , 4.55 , 7.55 .

l) _
Getting back was only the
beginning.
Michael J. Fox Christopher Lloyd

B!CKTOTHE
FUTURE 11 (PG)
Sep perf 2.00, 5.00, 8.00.

............................

IF AN ADVERT
IS WRONG, WHO

TURNER AND HOOCH (PG)

PUTS IT RIGHT?

1.00, 3.20, 5.45, 8.30.
Can the relationship last?
BILLY CRYSTAL
MEG RYAN

We do.
The Advertising SLan!lards Aulhorily

WHEN HARRY MET SALLY (15)

ensures advertisements mrcl wilh Lhe

2.00, 4.15, 6.30, 9.00.

8LricL Code of .\dvertising Practice.
Inspired by the classic tale of "Oiiver Twist"
WALT DISNEY'S

So if you question an advcrlisrr. Lhey
have Lo answer Lo us.
To nnd oul more aboul

OLIVER AND COMPANY U)
1.45, 4.00, 6.30.

~
A

Lhe ASA . . Please wrilc Lo

Kylie Minogue in her big screen
debut.
Christopher
Kylie
Lloyd·
Minogue

PAULINE COLLINS

TOM CONTI

SHIRLEY VALENTINE (15)
8.50 only.

~ open seven days
food served all" day fri & sat

THE DELINQUENTS (12)

The superstars of the supernatural are back.
BILL MURRAY
DAN ACKROYD
SIGOURNEY WEAVER

restaurant

Sep perf2.15 , 5.15 , 8.15.

GHOSTBUSTERS 11 (PG)

tuesday-saturday 1900-2200

12.30, 3.15, 6.00, 8.45.

Student discount available on Mondays
ONLY on production of current
matriculation card.

NO SMOKING ·All PROGS SUBJECT TO LATE CHANG

SEX, LIES AND VIDEOTAPE (18)
1.30, 3.45, 6;10, 8.35.
BOOK FOR ALL PERFORMANCES. BOX OFFICE OPEN 11 am-7 pm.
ACCESSNISA HOTLINE 668 2101.

Ml\erlising

SLandards

.\ulhorily. DeparLmenL X.

~i~~~

....:

.

ASA

Brook !louse . ·~orr:ngLon
Place . London \\CIE 711N ..................... .
Thl!'i Hp;t('f' Is donalt'd In I he- lnlrrrsls

····~··········--·····~

•

In ad\rriiNt"mf'nts.

or hl~th slandards
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In a career spanning more than twentyfive years, Ken Russel has been variously
hailed as one of the few ttue innovators in British cinema and also as a worthless
showman. With the release of his latest film The Rainbow at Christmas the
debate started once again. Here ]onaihan Barnard and Tom Hiney take a
less than complimentary look at Russel and his films.
THE~E is a tendency, when
one thinks about the adaptations of novels for the screen
'
to reca ll t h e rather more suecessful examples of that
cinematic genre. Thus the
acclaimed
likes
of A
Clockwork Orange, A Room
with a View and Polanski's
Tess often overshadow the
.
vast n~mber of appalling and
hence Immemorable efforts.

Then, of course, there is Britain 's own Ken Russell, who manages to, and is delighted to, prove
an exception to the rule. His
working of the Lawrence classic
The Rainbow is due up in E?inburgh shortly a~d, many thmk,
can only be ~n Improvement on
his slaughtenn~, some 20 years
ago , of Wo"!en m Lo~e: .
La_wrence s_ work ts st~gularly
unsutted for vtsual adaptatiOn. No
one reads his novels for the plot,
setting or _action: and yet that is
the very dtet of film. The poetry,
the_ crafted and constantly symbohc language, can never be
transposed onto a screenplay, and
attempts to do so, such as in

~omen in Love create " ... more

~trt.~ than . met~phoric . revela-

tiOn · (~o satd cntt~ N_. _Smyard.)
The literary pnonttes and
perspectives of the author are sacrificed
with the inevitable
empha,sis on those parts of the
book
that
contain
most
cinematographic po~ential. For
those who watch etther of the
~ussell films, .or hear about _the
Lady Chatterley" scandal, wtthout ever actually having read the
novels themselves, gross misconception arise.
The "erotic pages" of Lawrence
never approach the pornography
with which Ken Russell and Paul
Raymond share such an obsession. They include some of his
most admired and profound writing, for his concern is always with
the psychology rather than the
biology of the moment. They are
inoffensive, ethereal passages
that bear no relation to the sexual
acrobatics a la Russell. What is
more, they make up a proportionally far smaller part of the novels
than the screenplay would have us
believe. Though certainly not
incidental the love scenes can
never be donsidered focal or even

prominent, when the background
is so rich and conspicuous.
Lawrence was prophetically
suspicious of the cinema, which he
considered one of the uglier byproducts of industrialisation. He
could have been writing Russell's
epitaph when he wrote:
"For God's sake let us be men,
Not monkeys minding machines,
the radio, or film or gramophone.'
Monkeys with a bland grin on
our faces.
However loudly Russell plays
his intellectual overture, his performances will always be those of
a grinning monkey. There is furthermore a lunacy to the grin that
has helped navigate British
cinema out ofthe seas of competitive respectability into the calmer
water of expensive inertia.
However tiresomely parisitic
one perceives Russell, one must
not fail to indicate how wide a
berth from infallibility Lawrence
hims~lf stood b~f~re casting him
' as ~n mnocent vtcttm. One should
pomt ou~ the _freque(lt a~d ruth-less way m whtch he explOited and
exaggerated several Nottingham. f -1d' h'
)
sh1re amttes
me1u mg ts own
to his literary ends.

c·

Russell says he greatly admired extraordinary beauty. and strucLawrence, in which case it is ture of his prose (if you 're into that
about time he read the man's sort ofwank), but Russell declaims
novels. This second-rate, self- "How To Live the Ken and DH
propagandist is using Lawrence as Way" in an unforgiveably promisacademic licence for gratuitous ing style. Lawrence's passionate
titillation. There will come a day, and all-consuming beliefs are
after Mr Russell has left his translated into a quasi-party politHampstead Gin Palace for celes- . .:ical broadcast of absurd simplictial judgement, when the smoke ity, as the audience is dictated to
and controversy is forgotten, and by footage of moon, wild horses
people will simply see that Ken and Paul McGann undergoing
spiritual inhibition by raging
Russell made bad films.
• • • • • • • • • • • - waterfalls (a damp screw to me
and you); images of the
THE RAINBOW
sledgehammer
school.
Dir: Ken Russell
"""~-_ _ _ __;_;...:......_ _ _ __
The script, as does the novel,
LAWRENCE 'S prequel to insistently sacrifices characterisaWomen in Love, one knows, tion for social comment. A shame
and Russell's final death- that such a lovely bum as Paul's is
throe after Lair of the White compromised by the insertion of
the conjugal Lawrence/Russell
Worm, one hopes. Russell hand.
rewrote the book for the big
It wasn't a// bad. Glennda.
screen, his mutant translation .Jackson and the English cuunfinishing as might a kiwi fruit tryside both give their usualy
shoved through a juice highly polished performances, but
extractor:
no
formative personally I'd rather risk a trip
through the round, square or
beauty but plenty of slush.
arched window than endure this
'
. t
L
. 0 ne ~n JUS exc~se awrence film; they might give you more to
has rantmgs on love, hfe and fecun- think about.
d't
b ·
t ·r
-· th
1
Y Y concen ra mg on
e
Johnathan Barnard
.,

Dreamy and Steamy
• • • • • • • • • • • - ' (~eaton) is a writer with unpredictable aggressive phases, Henry
(Lloyd) thinks he's a doctor and is
obsessed with rules, Jack (Boyle)
believes he's Jesus and Albert
(Furst) speaks only in the jargon
of a baseball commentator. This
FOUR mental patients, gives a lot of potential for humour
played by Michael Keaton, but fails to raise more than the
Christopher . Lloyd, Peter odd smile. This may be because,
Boyle and Step hen Furst are Keaton aside, the 'loonies' remain
taken on a day out in the real deluded at all times, which seems
less realistic than having them
worlp by their therapist, who fade in and out of their obsespromptly stumble. upon a· sions. Writer Joe Connolly, when
crime and vanishes. This shown genuine transcripts of
leaves the "Dream Team" to therapy sessions, is said to have
fend for themselves in the dismissed them as "somewhat
big, bad city.
limited". His own efforts, howIn what could be described as ever, produce stereotypes in three
cases and an uncharismatic
an ensemble comedy, Billy Keaion character.

Whilst this saves the film from
being a sickly comic version ·of
One Flew Over The C~ckoo's
Nest, which also featured Christopher Lloyd and was a much better film, it is still poor, unsatisfying cinema.
Sporadic bursts of pathos and a
stomach-wrenching
"kissing
through the glass" scene interrupt
the silly plot, which involves
police corruption and a predictable rescue bid. There's more of
that manipulative music, telling
you what to feel and where, some
competent direction and one
chuckleworthy gag, if you can
sptot i. On the whole though, this
is not a film worth spending your Sherilyn Fenn and Richard Tys?n discuss Noam-Chomsky
money on.
in Two Moon Junction.
Gavin Boyter
as she plunges into new sexual
TWO MOON JUNCTION
relationships and a sense of selfrespect.
Odeon
Two Moon Junction has absoDir. Biff Anderson
lutely nothing to offer except a ·
brief dialogue on ever-lasting corTWO MOON Junction is the ruption in this "ever turning
lurid yet static tale of a young earth" .The only suspense is wait'bride-to-be and her nicely ing for the groom to find out but
even that trifle is not to be. I
tanned lover. Described by hoped for a Fatal Attraction disthe producers as going' patch of one of the three just as an
further than 91Jz Weeks, excuse for the film to end but
what they fail to mention is instead the overly glossy style
that they take you further from that mythical film school catbackwards to explore such· led. advertising is stretched to its
complex ideas · as· mild limits, forcing one to bring out the
arousal, orgasm and th~ nail file .
Admittedly there are two
effect of blue shafts of light promising scenes, the collapse of a
on perfectly formed breasts. fairground wheel and the wedding
Sherilyn Fenn plays the pre- . itself, intercut with shots of the
cious princess-like daughter of a hero about to be blown away.
wealthy family with stakes in Both scenes fail to live up to the
• widespread corruption and mob the viewers imagination (always
. rule. Her marriage t<? Jack-a-bit- thinking ahead) and it becomes a
of-a-lad (and nothing else) is a tiresomesetofcliches. TwoMoon
week off, yet the overpowering Junction is a pointless, dull film,
charms of a carnival employee so don't waste your money.
(Richard Tyson) forces her to
Dylan Matthew
Michael Keai:on, Stephen Furst, Christopher Lloyd and Peter Boyle in The Dream Te~m.
throw away any context of reality

. THE DREAM TEAM
Cannon
Dir. Howard Zweiss

• I
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FILM
FILMSOC
60 PLEASANCE

557 0436

DEAD MEN WON'T WEAR PLAID •
Steve Martin in Bogaresque spoof.
Thursday, 6.45 pm, GST
THE BiG SLEEP
Bogart and Bacall in 1940s intrigue.
Thursday, 8.30 pm, GST
LAW OF DESIRE
Lush erotic tale.
Sunday, 6.45 pm, GST

FILMHOUSE

.::.38::....:..:HO:::M:..:..:=E.=S:...:..TR:...::;E=:ET:..:__ _:228=..:. . :.41..:. . 4:. . :.1

LOTHIAN ROAD

VENUS PETER
A boy, a boat and a Scottish island.
3 pm, 5 pm, 7 pm, 9 pm

l.BLADERUNNER
Thursday and Friday, 2.30 pm
Thursday only, 6.15 pm

SEX, LIES AND VIDEOTAPE
CHECKING OUT
Friday 11.15 pm

EAT A BOWL OF TEA
Depiction of life within the constraints of
New York's Chinatown after WWII.
Thursday , Saturday to Wednesday, 8.30
pm. Friday, Saturday, Monday and
Wednesday, 6.15 pm. Wednesday, 2.30
pm.

ABBA THE MOVIE
SERGEANT PEPPER'S LONELY
HEARTS CLUB BAND
Saturday 11.15 pm •
No student concessions. Prices vary
between £I .20 and £2.90 according to
performance.

CANNON

BAGDADCAFE
A real gem.
Sunday, 8.40 pm, GST

I. PARENTHOOD
A very popular US import with Steve
Martin.
1.55 pm, 4.45 pm, 7.55 pm

2. BACK TO THE FUTURE II

JULIUS CAESAR
Brando and Kerr.
Tuesday, 8.45 pm, GST

Or perhaps Michael J. Fox 11?
2.15 pm, 5.15 pm , 8.15 pm

3. THE DELINQUENTS

HOLYGRAIL
Python at his best.
Wednesday, 6.45 pm, GST
LIFE OF BRIAN
"Always look on the bright side of life."
Wednesday, 8.30 pm, GST

EXHIBITIONS

Kylie Minogue as a teenage rebel,
apparently removing more than bits of
old cavs ....
2 pm, 5 pm , 8 pm
£2.80-£1.40 studenl concessions on
Mondays.

NATIONAL GALLERY
OF SCOTLAND
THE MOUND

NATIONAL LIBRARY
OF SCOTLAND
GEORGE IV BRIDGE

226 4531

RONALD STEVENSON
Exhibition that charts the life and times of
one of Scotland's best known
contemporary composers.
Untii28Feb
Mon-Fri 9.30 am-5 pm; Sat 9.30 am-I
pm; Sun 2 pm-5 pm

GALLERY OF
MODERN ART
5568921

ENGLISH ART 1920-1960: PAINTINGS
FROM THE ELIZABETH WATT
BEQUEST
Including works by John Piper, Ivon
Hitchens and John Tunnard. .J
Until end of Jan
• Mon-Sat 10 am-5 pm; Sun 2-5 pm

· THEATRE
PLAYHOUSE
GREENSIDE PL

5572590

CATS
This reminder is for those who haven't
ventured down Leith Walk in the pasl
·t wo months. Yes, Andrew Lloyd
Webber's musical is still on and ith less
than a month to run you better hurry.
Every day untiiSat 3 Feb
7.30 pm (Wed & at Mat 2.30 pm)
£6.5{}-£/2.0

5568921

THE TURNER WATERCOLOURS
The annual showing of the Vaughan
Bequest, enlarged last year to include a
further 20 illustr~tions.
Until31 Jan
Mon-Sat 10 am-5 pm; Sun 2-5 pm

EDINBURGH
COLLEGE OF ART
LAURISTON PL

BELFORD ROAD

229 3030

LOTHIAN ROAD

TWELVE ANGRY MEN .
But what about? The change to the
advertised programme perhaps?
Tuesday, 6.45 pm, GST

229 9311

M. DES. DEGREE SHOW
The first four students to take their
Masters of Design at the college exhibit
their work in the Andrew Grant Gallery.
11-27 Jan
Mon-Sat 10 am-5 pm

228 2688 NEWBATTLE TER

ANIMAL FARM
George Orwell's classic in animation.
Saturday, 2.30 pm
MANON DES SOURCES
Sequel to Jean de Florette.
Monday and Tuesday, 2.30 pm
Tuesday only, 6.15 pm
2. THE UNBEARABLE LIGHTNESS
OFBEING
.
Quite outstanding depiction of the
Czechoslovakian novel.
Thursday and Friday, 2.15 pm
Friday, 5.30 pm
Thursday, 7.30 pm
HUNGARIAN FAIRYTALE
Winner of best actor prize in the 1£987
Locamo Film Festival.
Friday and Saturday, 8.45 pm
Saturday, 3 pm and 6.45 pm
REEFER AND THE MODEL
Irish ''Bonnie and Clyde" saga.
Sunday to Tuesday, 6.45 pm and 8.45 pm

369 GALLERY
_22_3_CO_W_G_A_TE_ _ _
22:..:.5..:....54=25
FIONNA CARLISLE
Exhibition of the Scottish artist , now
resident in Crete.
Until27 Jan
Mon-Sat 10.30 am-5.30 pm

THE ARCHITECTURE
GALLERY
20 CHAMBERS ST

6671011

ALCHIMIA
Drawings from the Milanese design
group who specialise in abstFact furniture
and design.
Until21 Jan
Mon-Fri 10 am-8 pm;
Sat & Sun 10 am-5 pm

NETHERBOW
CENTRAL LIBRARY
GEORGE IV BRIDGE

225 5584

STAINED GLASS
Glasswork by Gary Smith.
Until31 Jan
Mon-Fri 9 am-8.30 pm; Sat 9 am-1 pm

43HIGHST

2 LEVEN STREET

£5-£7

TRAVERSE
2262633

GRASSMARKET

63 TRONGATE, GLAS. 552 4267

DON JUAN
This production of Bertolt Brecht's play
by the Pen Name Theatre Company
about the last day of Don Juan's life is
described as a "high energy production
with a little help from the music of Edith
Piaf and Patsy Cline ., .
Tue 16-Sun 21 Jan
7.30pm

£5.00 (£3.00)

MUSIC
THURSDAY
DA VE BUICK TRIO
Oasis Rock Cafe , victoria St
2265260

447 2660

1. GHOSTBUSTERS 11
Movie zany action from the GB Crew.
2.10 pm, 5.10 pm, 8.10 pm

2. SHIRLEY VALENTINE
A bored housewife finds solace in a
hunky(??) Greek waiter.
2.15 pm, 5.15 pm, 8.15 pm

3. FIELD OF DREAMS
American baseball dream comes true.
'
2 pm, 5 pm, 8 pm
£/.75 student concessions all perfo rmances
except Cinema 3 atB pm.

ODEON
7 CLERK STREET

667 7331

I. TURNER AND HOOCH
l pm , 3.20 pm , 5.45 pm, 8 .30 pm
2 • .WHEN HARRY MET SALLY
A true delight.
2 pm , 4.15 pm , 6.30 pm. 9 pm

3. OLIVER AND CO.
Feature length Disney cartoon .
1.45 pm, 4 pm , 6.30 pm
SHIRLEY VALENTINE
8.40pm
4. GHOSTBUSTERS 11
12.30 pm , 3.15 pm, 6 pm , 8.45 pm

5. SEX, LIES AND VIDEOT APE
Just .what is sounds!
1.30 pm, 3.45 pm, 6.10 pm , 8.35 p m
£1.75 student concessions. £2.60 after6

TALBOT RICE ART
GALLERY
OLD COLLEGE,
UNIV OF EDIN.

667 1011

THREE SCOTTISH ARTISTS
Works by Mooney , Thomson and
Fergusson.
Until3 Feb
Tue-Sat 10 am-5 pm

CITY ART CENTRE
2MARKETST

2252424

IVON HITCHENS
A selection of 40 works, mainly abstract
landscapes.
Until21 Jan
Mon-Sat 10 am-5 pm

GRAEME MURRAY
GALLERY
15 SCOTLAND ST

2291201

ROBIN HOOD AND THE
BABES IN THE WOOD
Just when you thought you'd got
Christmas over you there's always a
panto to remind you ofthe festive season.
This one stars Anita Harris and Una
McLean and claims to be the biggest
panto in the UK this year.
Ever day until Sat 17 Feb
7 pm (Mats 2.15 pm)

5569579

SHORELINES
Paintings, culptures and ceramics by Jane
Fletcher and Susan Nutgens.
Until27 Jan
Mon-Sat 10 am-4.30 pm

KING'S

TRONTHEATRE
PETER & PENNY'S PANTO
Wecouldn'tforgetGiasgownow.it's 1990
but unfortunately this is as much culture
as we could find. A panto starring Elaine
C. Smith written by Alex Norton.
Every day until Sun 14 Jan
7.30 pm (Mat 13 Jan 1.30 pm)
£5 (£3)

DOMINION

CAMEO

5566020

KA TE WHITEFORD
Exhibitions of some of this Scottish artists
recently completed gesso panels.
Unti126 Jan
Tue-Fri 10 am-5 pm;
Sat 10 am-I pm

SATURDAY
BABYS GOT A GUN
The Venue
557 3073
Hard work has paid off for 'the Babies'
(!)as support slots with the likes of
Bowie's Tin Machine, have proved.
Good ol' rock 'n rawl eh! Support from
Look Good in Rags.

'

FRIDAY
THE TELESCOPES
The Venue; 9-12 pm
557 3073
quote "unique ferocity ... guitars
d1storted to the point of pain, creating a
malestrom of feedback underpinned by
compelhng drum rhythms and over this
hellish symphony vocalist Steven's
anguished cries of desire-driven
psychosis." Couldn't h·a ve put it better
myself, r think? Support from
Flamehead.
SHOP ASSISTANTS
Potterrow Union
Students and guests on'!y
£3.50 in advance/£4 at door
Back, but will it be the same without
Alex? Indie, so called, pop in case you
don't know.

SUNDAY
THECATERAN
The Venue; 6.30-10.30
557 3073
A band to watch for in the 90's. Trash/
punk Inverness style! Support froll}
Crocodile:fin cream.

WEDNESDAY
SQUEEZE
The Network
Doors open 7.30 pm
Jools and eo bring Deptford pub rock to
flabberghast us all . Oh, and Joni says to
tell you they're brilliant.
LOS SUPREMOS
Oasis Rock Cafe, Victoria St
2265260

student
. PACIFIC STATE
Another offering from the Harlem crew, if
you can take it. Reputedly a busy joint of
an evening.
Wilkie House, Cowgate
I 0.30pm - 3am
£3

CLUBS

I

THURSDAY
SHAG
The well-known and loved mix of 70s and
80s disco, with the odd bit of
claustrophobia thrown in. Entry on both
levels.
The Mi ssion, Victoria Street I Shady
Ladies, Cowgate.
10.30pm - 3am
£1.50
THE EGG C LUB
A new Indie club on the streets of
Edinburgh.
Network 2 , Tollcross.
I0.30pm - 3am
£1.50

TV GUIDE

KANGAROO KLUB
The shoulders are still hopping at this
long-running club - I'm sure the music
hasn't changed either.
The Mission, Victoria St
I 0.30pm - 3am
£2

BARRIO NEGRO
The best thing to have happened to a
Friday night in a long time - Latin, jazz
and soul, so grah a spare free ticket if you
can, and get dancing.
Network 2, Tol lcross
10.30pm - 4am
£2.50
SPANISH HAR LEM
An incredil;ly large f>A system , so if
!hats how you like your House, go pose
with the rest.
Wi!kie House, Cow gate
I 0.30pm - 3am
£3
DR EA-"I/SLAM
More House, this tim e mi:'ling Glasgow·s
Slarft with the old Edinburgh Dream .
The Mission, Victoria St
IOpm - 3am
MARLEY'S
As it suggests, a reggae cl ub to cater for
an older crowd.
Shady Lady·s, Cowg:ue
10.30pm - 3am
£2

MAMBO CLUB
The new(ish) option on a Saturday African influences, calypso and soca.
Makes a change.
Network 3, Tollcross
I 0.30pm - 3am
£2.50/ £2 for members

WEDNESDAY
BREATHLESS
Our very own Potterrow is becoming a
happening place (I knew it would be
sooner or later). Getting better by the
minute, and still with lots of cheap beer
to keep you smiling. And there's that
wonderful bus service to get you back
home afterwards!!
Mandela Centre
Spm - lam
£ 1.50/SOp for guests. Bring matric card.

•

IMM IGRANT CLUB
Independent music with some of the
better-known classics thrown in.
Shady Lady's , Cowgate
10.30pm- 3am
£2

HOUSEQUAKE
Still offering a free night's entertainment,
with all the dance music you could want.
What more can a body ask for?
The Penthouse, Tollcross

INFORMATION
NIGHTLINE

.~

do Societies Centre
60 Pleasance
6pm-8 am
557 4444

SATURJJAY

EVENTS

looking building on the Mound .
anyhow, this month is the annual
showing of their Turner watercolour collection -wet worth the
sometimes lengthy queues .
Also something to keep an eye
out for is The Comedy Shop,
which was at the Gilded Balloon
last Saturday. Hysterical. And it's
aiming to be a regular feature
both here and in Glasgow , so keep
your eye out.
And if you've any energy left,
remember that the women's SelfDefence Classes are continuing to
run in Pollock this term (7 pm,
Thursdays) with beginners classes
in the Pleasance at 2 pm on Wednesdays. At£1.50asession,or£10
for the term, it's a bit more expensive than the new EUSA Late
Night Bus Service (spot the plug!)
but the posters have the edge .. ..
Moya Wilkie

REVIEW

TUESDAY

SATURDA Y

New term, new decade . . . and have all been a bit much for you
the inevitable New Year's resolu- (personally I was in bed with flu ,
tions. Make yours to try a varia- send sympathy cards c/o Student)
tion on SHAG! - even if the and you fancy a quiet night at the
music's great, the sweat dripping cinema, go no further than the
into my pint can be somewhat Filmsoc revised programme.
annoying. What better than a visit Twelve Angry Men (Tuesday ,
to Network this Friday for Barrio Pleasance, 6.45 pm) is surely one
Negro (£2.50)? A good mix of of Henry Fonda's best, and it's
Latin , jazz and soul has been worth seeing, if only to prove you
don't need to spend a fortune on
promised from 10.30 pm till4 am.
While we're on the subject of sets to make a great movie. But if
new clubs, keep next Thursday you'd prefer a good bit of soap,
free for the start of Freedom (£2). you can't do better than When
Another Wilkie House club, this Harry Met Sally, now. showing at
is aiming to stretch the usual the Odeon. An onslaught of
House music boundaries to . people facing orgasms in the Potinclude jazz, funk and more terrow . . . .
On a more cultural note (more
mainstream dance sounds such as
Prince. As this month's benefit is cultural than Potterrow? Surely
for the ANC, it could be worth not!) try wandering into the
depths of the National Gallerychecking out.
But if the New Year festivities yes, you know, that big fancy

On Four, a three-week Soviet
season kicks off with, perhaps,
our first real glimpse of Soviet life
through drama, documentary and
film. Perhaps you'll wish you
really had defected- it can't be
worse than our feeble efforts at
"entertainment" .

MESSENGER REGGAE SOUND
SYSTEM
More serious reggae from an experienced
DJ, for the first time in his own venue.
The Venue, Calton Road
lOpm- 2am
£2

THE DEEP
Supposedly another great Wednesday
club (where are they when you need
them at the weekend?) but not getting
the best of tumouts.
The Mission, Victoria St
I 0.30pm - 3am
£2

on Four (Tuesday, 3.40 pm) as she
hosts a sort of American Blind
Date. How would you feel if your
mother picked your future
spouse? Twenty-five deb-like
women are about to find out.
Only in America ....
However, the only safe bet
seems to be Neighbours. Despite
its ever-flowing script (I use this
term very loosely) full of unlikely
storylines , annoying characters
and obnoxious adolescents, no
doubt it will continue to form the
basis of the student staple diet.
The message from this week is
as clear as a children 's TV presenter: why don't you just switch
off your television set and go and
do something less boring instead?
Clare Anderson

. The Channel Directors seem to
have overspent on their Christmas
accounts, and it shows.

DEADROCK CLUB
Offering live rock and disco, proving a
popular mix.
The Venue, Calton Road
IOpm- 4am

FRIDAY

A new series starts on BBC l A Sense of Guilt (Tuesday, 9.30
pm),
promising
"wolfish
womamsmg,
passion
and
tragedy". In other words, the
usual
middle-class/middle-age
crisis saga. Expect some public
school accents and wife-swapping.
On Two, Oranges Are Not The
Only Fruit (Wednesday, 9.30pm)
is worth watching , if only because
Mary Whitehouse and Co. will
assuredly object. Exploring the
intimate relationship between two
women , Jess and Melanie, it has
already encountered problems
with ·reference ot Section 28 and
its negative portrayal of religion.
Perhaps the one recommendation of the week is Oprah Winfrey

Spring Term is upon us already,
and so unfortunately are the
Spring l'V schedules. Perhaps we
· should keep our televisions
switched off as a tribute to last
season""s Dallas credits. The new
decade is off to a poor start, as the
King of the Soaps goes cheapo . . .

HEAVEN
Evening: Chambers Street

LESBIAN & GAY CENTRE
60 Broughton Street
557 3620

MONDAY

STUDENT COUNSELLING
7 Buccleuch Place
667 1011 ext 6787 or 667 6027

V

EU MOTORCYCLE CLUB
Regular meeting time
Spm, The Pleasance

TUESDAY

BUNAC INFO DESKS
For those of you who want to travel to
USA, Canada, Jamaica or Australia to
work .Also Monday and Wednesday, and
at KBU on Tuesday and Thursdays
l -2pm, The Pleasance

KING'S BUILDINGS SERVICES
King's Buildings Union
West Mains Road
667 1081
CITIZENS ADVICE BUREAU
58 Dundas Street
Mon-Fri 9.30 am-4 pm
Except Wed 9.30 am-12.30 pm
2.30 pm-4 pm and 6.30 pm-8 pm
5571500

WEDNESDAY
POETRY READING
Edwin Morgan reading his own work in
the first organised by Alan Spence
1.30pm, Room 8. 13, DHT
Free

HOUSING ADVICE CENTRE
27 Waterloo Place
225 2424, ext 6290

WOMEN'S SELF-DEFENCE
CLASSES
Beginner classes starting again for the
new term .
2pm, Ochil Room, The Pleasance.
£1.50 a session, £10 for the course

HEALTH CENTRE
Bristo Square
Medical: 6671011 , ext 2521
Dental: Ext 2520

TEVIOT ROW UNION
Happy Hour 8.30-9.30
Union open till 2 am
'
POST-GRADUATE VOCATIONAL
BEATBOX : Bop until you drop in the
tCOURSES
Debating Hall.
INDIE DISCO: Downstairs in the Park For further information contact the
Careers Service, Buccleugh Place, or
Room.
SAS, KBUnion .
MTV: Burgers, Chips and Bed in the
2-5pm, Concourse, Appleton Tower
51 st State.

ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS
58 Cock burn Street
12-4 pm
225 6090

WHAT'S ON SPONSORED BY'

j21 THE SUNDAVW'H.H'~_.

~OitllESPONDENT
'

0

3.6 West Preston Street
19 Henderson Row

OVERSEAS STUDENTS CENTRE
3a Buccleuch Place
Mon-Fri 11-4 pm
667 1011, ext 6804

THE EDINBURGH QUARTET
Haydn and Tippeu played for you in this
free lunchtime concert.
l.!Opm, Reid Concert Hall

FRIDAY

GREEN BANANA CLUB
Eve ning; Potterrow
lndie and alternative disco. SOp
admission with matric card.

EU WINE APPRECIATION
SOCIETY
"Wines from Alsace" by Peter Green in
Marchmont
7.30pm, Chaplaincy Centre

E

FILM

H

I

H

SELECTION OF FILMHOUSE
FAVOURITES NOW AVAILABLE

TH URSDAY
WOMEN'S SELF-DEFENCE
CLASSES
A continuation of last term's course.
7pm, Basement Room , St.Leonard's,
Po!lock.
£1.50 a session, £10 for the course

ID

.

136 Marchmont Road
20 Roseburn Terrace

E
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hunt proper and the rest you know
I felt really' pathetic as I stood on
about. As we sat in the pub at the
the side of the rough track, a pack
end of the day, savouring a great
of blood-thirsty hounds sniffing at
pint of80/- in a pretty pub, I learnt
my feet, and stared around at the
·that we had not been the only ones
scarlet huntsmen mounted on
to spoil the hounds.
their horses like so many officers
Two .other sabs had done
in a dragoon of cavalry waiting to·
exactly
the same thing before us
ride into battle.
but instead of hiding they had
In my hands I clutched a bottle
stood at the edge of a field to catch
of herbal fly repellent to confuse ·
their
breath. A couple of hunt
the hounds and a camera to record
officials
had ridden up and, after
any acts of violence committed by
shouting
some ritualised abuse
the huntsmen or their supporters.
("Fuck
off
you
smelly
It's not much of a defence, I
scum"
....
etc)
on.
e
of
them
had
ridthought, as a red-faced aristocrat
den
the
two
of
them
down.
glared down at me from his proud
One sab had jumped out of the
steed and feudal contempt.
way,
but the other stood still
• Sarah, another ·hunt saboteur,
paralysed with fear. As the hors~
pulled me out of my terrified
jumped it hit the sab on the head
paralysis and led me through the
with its chest, knocking the poor
ditches and hedges on the side of
.bloke flying .. Fearing concussion
the road back to the field where
he managed to get a lift to hospitai
we had first seen the hunt conand I will be interested to find out
gregating.
if he presses charges against the
With a mischievous look in her
rider.
eye she produced a brass hunting
My lasting impression of the
horn from her pocket and blew ori
day out was that it had been quite
it with ear-splitting effectiveness.
good fun - a nice day in the counImmediately the pack of ·hounds
try etc - but that a brisk walk on
began to bay and whioe. Sarah
Arthur's Seat would have been
kept blowing and Derrick,
just as good and much less aggro.
another sab, whooped and whisAnd if I had wanted violence, I
tled just like the Hunt Master and,
•
should have gone to Hampden
Whipper-In.
Twenty of the hounds suddenly. --------------------~----------~~----------~----~-------------------Park .
One cold Saturday morning in November, James Bethelljoined the
While I ' felt that I was doing
broke away from the body of the
hunt on the road, rushed through
Edinburuh
Sab
Group
in
their
attemnts
to
s:poil
the
fun
of
the
Eau/inuton
something good to save the foxes,
b·
r
b·
b
I am not a vegetarian and so the
the bushes and -began lopping
Fox Hunt, and found cruelty, heroism, class hatred, and a jolly good pint morality of the whole thing
across the field towards us. We set
off at a cracking pace over the
of 80/-.
seemed ambiguous.
I was glad to disrupt the brutal
grass to a copse on the other side,
fun of the rich. Most of the riders'
shouting and whistling to keep the
were not interested in the fate of
hound's attention.
the fox at all, they just wanted a
As we ran, two huntsmen.
But we could easily keep np and laughing at each other.
good day riding. ·Well, ther
appeared on their horses shouting "Napalm Death" concert, · it
Nothing has made me feel so should play some other game if
and screaming abuse as they seemed unlikely they'd be much with them for in each car were
some binoculars, a specially prejudiced against the rich and that is what they want. ·
charged after us. But we managed. good on the sab. .
Someone suggested that we prpeared map, and a CB radio ( full of class hatred -than being
to get to the safety of the copse in
For a few keen hunters, and the
time, and allowed the hounds to "pre-beat" some woodland. The "The same type the IRA use," peered down at by a load of cheer- terrier men, the death of the fox is·
ful landowners during a good all-important. There are more
go their own way while we caught purpose of this is to send the foxes Neil told me).
At last we heard the Master mornings hunt.
our breath. "Fuck me , that was :underground before the hunt
humane and effective ways of
1
Eventually we shuffled back to keeping the fox population down,
close," said Derrick. "You don't . arrives, and to spray anti-mate on shouting and screaming at the
want to let the bastards get too the paths thereby confusing the dogs, trumpeting in the distance the car and started trolling around and I think it is right to sabotage
like a man possessed. We drove .trying to pick up the hunt again. these
close when they are angry or hounds.
peoples
blood-thirsty '
A place called Fox Culvert like fury to the sound of his horn, When we heard hunting noises we desires.
they'll slash you across the face
with their whips." An Unlikely seemed a likely target - but the desperate to reach the scene would bundle out of the car and
I had spoken to Melville
hunt se.t off earlier than expected, before the fox broke cover.
follow the sound of commotion.
Start
Quaron, the Hunt Master, at the
But it was too late. As we··
and we had to start the chase. The
But, more often than not, we end of the day when we watched
I had not expected to get quite
arrived the hunt set off across the would find a couple of miserable them dismount, and he seemed to
so much excitement earlier that Chase
The chase began in cars. I drove· fields chasing the terrified fox.
Tiders limping along, covered .in think that our protest was futile,
day. When we had arrived in EagWe tried following them on mud and bruises, dragging their that hunting was such an integral
Iington the whole affair had with Neil - a computer programmer from Edinburgh - in his new foot, but a large irrigation ditch, mounts behind them. I must part of country life that we could
seemed very disorganized.
which the horses jumped comfort- admit, I felt rather sorry for this never stop it.
We had found the hunt easily .MG Maestro.
The hunt tried hard to lose us by ably, proved uncrossable. As we lot. All they had come for was a
enough - it was advertised in
I put this point to one of the
Horse and Hound. A group of a series of back-tracking man- stood dejectedly on the wrong good days riding and were not sabs. He replied, "Well who'd
mohican-ed students from Stirling oeuvres. They tried hiding in a side of the wretched ditch, the part of the fox killing process at have thought we'd be making such
.arrived in a hir~d van, but they wood for a bit and then craftily horses thundered around us like alL
a fucking fuss over the Ozone a
dashed off across the fields.
in Ben Hur, their riders shouting
Eventually we stumbled on the few years ago." Good Point.
wer~o exhausted by last nights

You can take it

and ...
more! University ain't as hard as they said it was. Hell,
you're on your way to a brilliant career!
But sometimes, when the going gets tough, and
studying gets you down, you get a hankering after
that good ol' home cookin', and then you've just got
to run to ...

SPROUTING GREENS
The 1980s was the decade 3. Use ecologically sound prowhen green issues sprouted. ducts, eg Ecover's range of cleanThe 1990s will be the decade ing products.
they bear fruit. It is up to 4. When you go shopping taktt
everyone of us to do our best · along your own bag, but be
to protect our fragile Earth. preared to argue. Some departHere are a few New Year's ment stores will try to force you to
resolutions ev~ryone should take a bag with their name on it.
. Just suggest taking your custom
try.
elsewhere.
1. Recycle as much as you can.
Paper and glass can be put in the
bins at Potterrow. Aluminium_
cans can be put in the bin at the
Pleasance Squash Courts.

2.
Use
recycled . products
whenever possible. EUSA shops
and the stationery shop on Nicolson Square have a wide range.
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7. When washing clothes use a
half to a third of the recommended quantity of washing powder. Most manufacturers recommend the use of more washing
powder than is necessary, increasing their profits and the burden on .
the environment and your pocket.
8. Use pure soap in place of
scented soap.

5. If you have a personafstereo
use rechargeable batteries. Dis- 9. Write to offending companies,
posable batteries release large tell them that you are concerned
amounts of poisonous heavy men-.. by what they are doingto the en vital when_
ronment, eg. Unilever and Proc6. Save energy. Power stations ter and Gamble. Write to your .
release vast amounts of C02 t,he MP. Ask him to support any green
. main green house gas. Make an . bills going through parliament.
effort to switch off unnecessary While you are at it, expre'ss your
concern about student loans.
I. htsetc.
.1g

